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SLMARY 
This is an account of studies made on elastic thermal energy 
collisions between sodium and potassium atoms using crossed molecular 
beams. 	Such studies provide the most direct means of determining the 
intermolecular potential energy functions between the colliding particles. 
Most previous beam measurements have been for collisions between 
particles that interact along a single intermolecular potential energy 
curve. 	Collisions between two alkali metal atoms in their ground states 
can give rise, however, to either a singlet or a triplet molecular state, 
depending on the initial electronic spin orientations of the two atoms. 
No information on the alkali metal - alkali metal triplet state potentials 
was available, except that the well depth was expected to be small, and 
to occur at large internuclear distances. It was hoped to derive 
information on both states for Na + K from measurements of differential 
elastic scattering cross sections in the thermal energy range. 
A crossed molecular beam apparatus was constructed to measure 
differential scattering cross sections. 	Effusion beam sources were 
used, and the primary beam was velocity selected before collision. 
Scattered particles were detected by surface ionization, and the resulting 
ions were counted after mass selection and amplification by an electron 
multiplier. 	Scattered intensity measurements were automatically punched 
on paper tape for subsequent computer analysis. 
Differential cross sections were measured in the angular range 
0 - 20, for six different relative collision velocities. The results 
were deconvoluted to remove the effects of the proximity and angular 
width of the primary (Na) beam. 
The angular structure of measured cross sections is always 
'blurred', due to the velocity distribution of the two beams. A 
computer programme was 'itten to calculate velocity averaged differential 
cross sections for scattering from a given model potential. 
Using the programme together with values for the beam velocity 
distribution functions, cross sections were computed for a 'wide range 
of likely Na + K potential parameters. 	It was found that the 
experimental results were consistent with the value of the coefficient 
for the long range dispersion forces predicted by Dalgarno & Davison 
(DAL 67), and a triplet state represented by a Lennard Jones (8:6) 
potential with € = 2 x 10 4erg and rm = 5.6 . 	These parameters 
are also consistent with recently published values for the triplet 
state interactions for other alkali metal - alkali metal systems. 




This 18 an account of studies made on the elastic scattering of 
sodium atoms scattered by potassium in crossed thermal energy molecular 
beams. 
Measurements of the energy and angular dependence of the scattered 
atom flux are the most direct means of obtaining information on the 
interatomic potential energy function between the colliding particles. 
Experimental determinations of these potential functions are of importance 
for the testing of quantum mechanical calculations of interatomic forces, 
in the understanding of the dynamics of chemical reactions, and for the 
statistical mechanical prediction of gaseous transport properties and 
equations of state. 	The need for the latter information Is becoming 
increasingj.,y urgent for the alkali metals because of their possible use 
as working fluids in nuclear reactors, magnetohydrodynamic power generators, 
and electric rocket propulsion systems. 
Depending on whether their electronic spins are parallel or anti- 
parallel, the Interaction of two alkali metal atoms in their ground states 
2 S 1 will give rise to a singlet L 	, or a triplet molecular state. 2 
The singlet states of pairs of alkali atoms are the stable ground states 
of the diatoms, and the triplet states are repulsive except for a shallow 
potential minimum probably at large internuclear distances, resulting from 
the attractive long range dispersion forces. 	The situation is similar 
Iwz-'4- to the interaction of two hydrogen atoms, in this case the 	 and 
potential energy curves are known with fair certainty from 
experimental and theoretical investigations. These are shown for illustration 
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Fig. 1.1. Potential curves for the H - H interaction. 
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Methods for measuring interatomic potentials: 
Before describing molecular beam scattering methods, other ways of 
obtaining information on interatomic potentials will be briefly discussed, 
with emphasis on the results obtained for alkali metal atom pairs. 
Theoretical calculations: 	In principle interatomic forces could 
be calculated by Bolving the appropriate Schrodinger equation. For systems 
with many electrons however the computational difficulties are ininense, and 




and HeH. 	Approxjmte treatments have extended the work to H + H 
and the interaction between two helium atoms. 
The long range dispersion forces between atoms are the least difficult 
to calculate, since at large internuclear distances there is little mutual 
perturbation of the charge clouds about each atom, and the forces can thus 
be related to the exper:lmenta3j.y measurable properties of the isolated atoms. 
The long range forces between the alkali metals have been calculated by 
Dalgarno & Kingston (DAL 59), by Fontana (F0N 61) 9 and recently a more 
refined calculation has been reported by Dalgarno & Davison (DAL 67). These 
workers used the expression obtained by London for the first term (1r6) 
of the series expansion for the dispersion forces, 
r-o 	 a 6 
- 	 i0 2.V(r) 	
- 
rG N r 	
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i.j*o 	 j 	
0 	J) 
The fs are the dipole oscillator strengths for transitions to the states 
having an energy 	above the ground states 	
. 	 The calculated 
Cab parameters for the alkali atom pairs are reproduced in table II on page 22. 
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The values of Fontana are much analler than those of Dalgarno. 
Fontana assumed that the distribution of oscillator strengths was 
hydrogenic, and Dalgarno that the 	<_> 2P transition dominated. 
The latter assumption is supported by experimental evidence. The 
Dalgarno & Davison calculations used experimental oscillator strengths 
and also give estimates for the contribution from inner shell transitions, 
and transitions to the continuum. 
within 	lOx. 
They are claimed to be correct to 
In a paper on spin-change collisions between alkali atoms, Dalgarno 
& Rudge (DAL 65) using approximate wave functions arrived at an expression 
for the difference in energy between the singlet and triplet states at 
large internuclear distances. 
The intermediate and short range forces are far more difficult to 
calculate, and no quantitative information on the alkali metal systems 
has been obtained. 	We can, however, arrive at some semi-quantitative 
conclusions for the alkalis by analogy with the eytem H + H. 
The exchange interaction energy between two hydrogen atoms in the 
state is given by valence bond theory as (cou 61), 
V(r) - Q±J 
I ±S- 
Q is the coulombic integral, J the exchange integral (negative), and 
S the overlap integral. The positive sign refers to the singlet state 
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By analogy, if V(I I 	for the alkali atoms (partly determined from 
spectroscopic information) could be decomposed in a similar way then v(3fr) 
could be obtained. 	There lies the rub, for there is no unique way of 
doing this. 	Keyes (KEY 5) assumed that the two exponential terme of 
the Morse potential function could be identified with Q and J respectively. 
If the triplet state of H2 is calculated in this manner, results twice as 
great as those of the accurate calculations of Dalgarno & Lynn (DAL 56) are 
obtained. 
At large distances beyond the singlet state mlnimtin we can also neglect 
Q in comparison with J. 	Taking Into account the dispersion forces 
- Cab /r6 1 we then have, 
r-o 
'1(1(r) -% - CoL6/rCO 
	
(z) 
Mention might also be made of the potential scaling procedures of Jenco & 
Pliva (JTEN 63,65 9 67), which have been used in conjunction with data for 
the triplet state of H 2  to derive expressions for the alkali metal triplet 
states (DAy 65, LEE 66). The effect of the dispersion forces were not 
included in these calculations. 
A similar scaled triplet potential was calculated for the Na + K 
system. When the dispersion forces were included (using Dalgarno 	C 
coefficients) a triplet well '0.016 pico-erg deep at 6 R was predicted 
(1 pico-erg = 1.603 eV). 	A calculation using relations (1) and (2) 
and Keyes' method predicted a triplet well depth of 0.004 pico erg at 
8.6 R. 	Evidently these figures can only be taken as a rough guide. 
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The present state of the art in the calculation of the long range 
forces has been reviewed by Dalgarno (DAL 66, 67a) 9 and the more general 
probleniof computing short and intermediate range forces have been the 
subject of a review by Hirschfelder & Meath (HIR 67). 
xperynenta1 methods: The theoretical situation is clearly somewhat 
bleak, but fortunately several experimental means are available to throw 
light on interatomic potential8. 
Spectroscopy: 	Dissociation energies and equilibrium distances can 
be calculated from vibrational and rotational energy levels respectively. 
Data for the alkali metal singlet states, taken mainly from Herzberg (HER 50) 9 
Gaydon (GAY 47), and Evans et. al. (EvA 55)9 is presented In table I on 
page 21 . The well depths are rather small by chemical standards, 
and the equilibrium internuclear distances large. 
If the rotational constants B v are known for several vibrational 
levels, the form of the potential may be calculated. The most satisfactory 
method, which does not constrain the potential to any analytic function, 
is that of Rydberg, Klein, Rees, and Vanders].Ice (VAN 59 9 60). The energy 
levels are used to calculate the points on the potential curve corresponding 
to the classical turning points of the motion of the nuclei. The area 
between the effective potential curve (i.e. that which takes the angular 
momentum into account) and a line of constant potential energy U is written, 
A S(u - V(r) + K/r) dr  
Where V(r) is the potential, K/r 2 is a term due to the centrifugal energy, 
and r1 and r2 are the classical turning points. 
-8- 
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The expression (3) can be tran8formed into, 
A 	 dl 	. .21 
T J0 
I and K are identified with (v + ) and J(J + 1) respectively, 
and the vibratjon 
- rotational energy levels E(v, J) are represented 
by a power series. 
j 
E(vJ)= x3 ( V + 	J(J+ 0] 
Li 
The upper limit of integration in (6) is the value of I for which 
E(v,J) = U. Once A is obtained, numerical differentatjon gives (4) 
and (5) over a range of values. 
A potential energy curve for the singlet state of LI 2 has been 
calculated by Krupenie, Mason, & Vanderalice (KRu 63). Calculations 
for the singlet states of Na 2 , K29 Rb2 , and Cs2 are reported by Davies, 
Mason,& Munn (DAy 65). Values for K2  are also given by Ral & Tripathi. 
(RAi 64), but apparently they used an incorrect set of equations (DAy 65). 
The results of Davies et. al. are centred about the minimum of the 
potential well and extend out to 4.5 R for Na2 , and to 6 R for Cs2 . 
The Rb2 and Cs2  results are less accurate because the rotational 
constants were obtained by Badger rule (BAD 35) extrapolations. 
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Unfortunately, no rotational data for NaK was available from which an accurate 
RKRV calculation could have been done. 	Spectroscopic data is also lacking 
for the alkali triplet states (if indeed any bound states exist). 
Gas properties: 	The classical method of obtaining information on 
intermolecular forces is from measurements of the bulk properties of gases, 
such as second virial coefficients, viscosities, diffusion coefficients, and 
coefficients for thermal diffusion (HIR 64). 
The second virial coefficient takes into account binary collisions 
only, and can be expressed in terms of the intermolecular potential energy 
function V( r ) by, 
B (T) - 	
-
e 	— 1). d' 
 V(c)/T 
Little information about V(r) can be extracted unless some analytic 
form for the potential is assumed. The usual model is the Lennard - Jones 
( n 9 6) potential, 
V(r) = 6€ 1S- n.1r0l 
F) j 
which has a well of depth € with the minimum at a distance rm 
Is usually set equal to 12 or 3. Other models that have been used are 
the Morse, Kihara, and Buckingham (exp,6) potentials. 	Usually the parameters 
of the model are adjusted by trial and error until the predicted virial 
coefficients and the experimental results are in best agreement. 	Although 
the relationship between B(T) and V(r) Is relatively simple, only the 
positive (repulsive) part of the potential can be uniquely determined. 
- 10 - 
For most of the gases studied by this method, V(r) < kT for the 
attractive part of the potential. 	Under these conditions the exponential 
term may be expanded, and it will be seen that only the area of the potential 
well is sensitive to B(T). 
Viscosity and diffusion coefficients can also be related to V/r), 
but only in a very indirect manner. The expressions are, 
(T) 	kT 
and, 
- 	Q 	\• 12(2 
m is the mass of a single atom, ,,ii the reduced mass of the mixture, 
n is the particle number density, and I' and f are temperature I p((,$) Y 
dependent close to unity. 	The 	 are reduced collision 
integrals, given by the ratio of the collision integral for the actual 
interaction, to that calculated for hard spheres of diameter d. We have 
for a spherically symmetric potential, 
ç1CY) = JQ1 kT ,
[ 
DO 
- 1]. - 
Where Y2= v2/2k'r , and v is the speed of the atom. 
V(r) enters indirectly via the differential scattering cross section 
(, v') , which requires only a knowledge of the potential for 
its calculation. 	The factor (1 - cos1 g) effectively removes the 
contribution due to atoms scattered through email angles, and so viscosity 
and diffusion coefficients are only sensitive to the short range "repulsive" 
parts of V(r) that influence 	 at large Q. 	V(r) at large 
distances is obtainable by extrapolation of the bulk properties to 0 °K. 
The problem of inverting the experimental data to an intermolecular 
potential is formidable, and probably virtually impossible for systems like 
the alkali metals that interact along two potentials. 	The fitting of 
calculated results for a model potential to experimental data is rarely 
unambiguous because B(T) and 	(T) are either monotonic functions of 
T, or have a single broad maximum. 	Mason (HAS 67) has conclt,ied that 
bulk properties of gases can only really be used as tests for the acceptance 
or rejection of potential functions derived from other information. 
Nonetheless much of our knowledge of intermolecu).ar forces has been furnished 
by the method. 
Some measurements on the alkali metals have been published. Henson 
et. al. (HEN 64) have measured the viscosity of cesium from 600 to 1000 0K, 
and Lee & Bonifla (LEE 66) have obtained results at temperatures from 
8500 to 12500K at pressures of 0.4 to 5 bars. 	Compressibility data 
for sodium, potassium, and cesium vapours has also been reported (STO 659 
EWI 65a, and EWI 651,). 
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The molecular beam method: 
We must start by defining the differential scattering cross section, 
briefly mentioned in connection with transport properties. 	Imagine a 
unidirectional beam of particles in some state '1' having a current density 
of 10 particles per unit area per unit time, crossing (or 'colliding' with) 
a central force field. If a detector (subtending a solid angle 	at 
the field centre) is placed at some angle ( 9, ) relative to the incident 
beam direction, the rate of arrival of scattered particles in some state 




which has the dimensions of an area, is the differential 
cross section for the collision process. The fraction of the incident 





When 	 is independent of 	as for isotropic potentials 
we have, 
-a a-.J (G) OT 	 a e 
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If the only change In the system after a collision is a change in velocity 
of the incident particle, then the collision is said to be elastic. 
We have seen how the bulk transport properties of a gas can be 
related to the potential energy function via (T(0) , and how the inversion 
Is difficult because of the averaging over all the possible collision angles 
and speeds. High resolution differential cross sections have a considerable 
amount of angular structure, which enables an unambiguous potential to be 
fitted even using trial and error methods. 	If we could define exactly 
the initial state of the particles and measure the scattered flux, then 
o(e,qS) could be directly determined and the inversion to V(r) 
would be less difficult. 	This is the essence of the molecular beam 
approach. Two molecular beanie consisting of directed rays of neutral 
atoms are allowed to intersect, and the scattered atom flux Is measured 
by a suitable detector. The particle density of the beams is low so that 
collisions within each beam can be neglected, and the experiment is 
conducted in a high vacuum so that collisions of the beam particles with 
background gas molecules are minimised. The second beam is sometimes 
replaced by a gas filled scattering chamber, and total cross sections are 
then determined from the attenuation of the primary beam. If the detector 
is suitably discriminating, inelastic and reactive collisions may also by 
studied. 
Although the connection between the cross sections and the potential 
Is more direct than that with the bulk properties, as yet no general method 
exists for uniquely calculating the potential from the former. Unless 
some features In the cross sections can be unambiguously related to one 
of the parameters In the assumed analytic form for the potential, the 
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fitting method still degenerates into a trial and error procedure. This 
applies especially to interactions along two or more potential curves. 
The experimental techniques used in molecular beam scattering depend 
on the beam energies. 	Beams with energies greater than a few electron 
volts are usually generated by charge exchange of ion beams • For a target 
gas at thermal energy, the scattering angles are mostly very email, and 
usually the total scattering beyond some angle 0 is measured and is 
then related to the differential cross section. At high energies and 
small scattering angles, the repulsive part of the potential plays the 
dominant role, and this is the most powerful technique for the determination 
of the potential at small internuclear distances. High energy scattering 
has been reviewed by Amdur and &toran (AHD 66). 
Space charge effects severely limit the intensities of charge 
exchange beams at energies lower than about 10 eV, and owing to the lack 
of a suitable source little work has been done in the chemically interesting 
energy region of 0.1 to 10 eV. 	The developnent of supersonic nozzle 
sources (AND 65, 66) appears to be the most promising solution to this 
problem. 
Thermal energy beams (energy 	0 9 1 eV) are produced by effusion 
from a small orifice, and are most suitable for investigating potentials 
having shallow wells ( 	0.1 eV), and the long range dispersion forces. 
Some 250 systems (elastic and reactive) have been studied since the pioneering 
days of the thirties, although as yet few potentials have been determined 
completely and uniquely. 	All the results up to 1967 have been catalogued 
by Bernstein & Muckerman (BER 67), other reviews of thermal energy scattering 
- 15 - 
are those by Bernstein (BER 66), by Greene, Moursund, & Ross (GRE 66), 
by Herschbach (HER 66), and by Pauly & Toennies (PAU 65). 
Ideally the initial states and velocities of the colliding particles 
should be preci8ely defined so that there is only a single collision process, 
and 80 that the angular structure of the differential cross section is not 
obscured by velocity averaging. Beams from effu8ion sources have a large 
angular, and speed distribution. The beams are defined by a series of 
narrow slits, and the sources are best placed in differentially pumped 
chambers to prevent the rejected beam particles reaching the scattering 
region and detector. Nearly monoenergetic beams can be obtained by velocity 
selection, either mechanical or magnetic. Methods of velocity selection 
are more fully discussed in Appendix I. In the present experiment it would 
also be desirable to define the spin state of each beam, so that cross 
sections for collisions proceeding along the singlet and triplet state 
potentials could be separately measured. This can be done with two pole 
(BED 62 9 FLU 65) or six pole (BRA 6) inhomogeneous magnetic fields. 
The major obstacle to any form of selection is lack of intensity. 
Beams from effusion sources are limited in intensity by the condition that 
the mean free path of particles in the source must be at least comparable 
to the orifice dimensions. This limitation can be overcome to some extent 
by using multiple aperture sources or Laval nozzlea (HER 66, p.327) 9 but 
increased beam intensities also result in higher backgrounds of beam 
material unless more efficient pumping systems are employed. Depending 
on their resolving power, velocity selectors have an overall trannieaion 
of about l. There is a further reduction in scattered intensity because 
- 16 - 
the path length of the beam from the source to the scattering centre must 
be increased, and beams wider than approximately 0.006" cannot be used. 
The same applies to magnetic spin state selectors. Six pole fields have 
focussing properties, but this seems to offer few advantages since with 
present magnets the distance between the foci is very large (one metre 
for thexiial energy potassium atoms). 
Using the expression for the rate of effusion through a small 
aperture (ii 55) it can be shown that a sodium beam from an aperture 
0.015 cm. wide and 0.1 cm. high (source pressure one torr) would have an 
intensity of 5 x 10 	atoms per sq. cm. per second at a scattering centre 
15 cm. from the source. The scattered flux from the collision of two 





a' %' V&, and Vb are the fluxes and velocities respectively 
of the beams, g is the relative velocity of the beam particles, ^r is 
the scattering volume, and OLI is the solid angle subtended by the 
detector at the scattering centre. 	Continuing the calculation for the 
'ideal' apparatus with which to study Na + K collisions, we can assume 
that *-r = 2.25 x 10 	cin and dL1 = io steradian. The scattering 
volume must be small if velocity selectors are used on the beams, and a 
small detector area is desirable in order to obtain good angular resolution. 
We shall see later that at 0 = 30 a typical cross section for Na + K 
13 collisions is 5 x 10_ cm2 . 	Substituting in the above equation, the 
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expected scattered signal at 30  would be 500 atoms/sec., without using 
velocity selectors. The signal would be reduced to about 3 atoms/nUn. 
if both beams were velocity selected I 	The smallest flux measurable 
to a given accuracy depends on the sensitivity and signal to noise ratio 
of the detector, but it is clear that velocity selection of both beams 
would be impracticable, and that the scattered signal must be increased 
by placing at least one source close to the scattering centre. 
The biggest single obstacle preventing progress in thennal beam 
research is the lack of sensitive detectors. The most sensitive known 
18 the surface ionization detector of Langinuir and Taylor (TAT 29). 
Atoms with low ionization potentials striking a heated surface having a 
high work function (Re, W, Ir, Pt etc.) evaporate as ions. The ion 
current can be measured after collection at a Faraday cage, or alternatively 
individual ions can be counted after amplification by an electron multiplier. 
The ratio of ions to neutral atoms ejected is predicted by the Saha-Langmnir 
equation, 
is the surface work function, I the ionization potential of the 
incident atom, and T the surface temperature. The only atoms appreciably 
ionized, even on oxidized tungsten surfaces 
( 	 - 4.5 - 6 eV) are the 
alkali metals and to a lesser extent indium, gallium, and thallium. For 
this reason the majority of beam studies have been on systems containing 
one of the alkali metals. Electron bombardment ionizers can potentially 
be used on any material but the ionizing efficiency is low ( 	l0 
as compared to rs.,l for surface ionizers). 
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Manometric and surface condensation detectors have also been employed but 
they are relatively insensitive. Apart from the difficulties of handling 
intensively radioactive sources, radioactive atoms can be readily detected 
after condensation on to a surface. Much valuable information on sources 
and detectors may be found in the accounts of Ramsey (RAM 56), Lew (LEW 67) 9  
and Hasted (HAS 64). 
In principle then the arrival of single alkali atoms can be detected 
by surface ionization. The signal is subject to statistical fluctuation 
but accuracy may be increased by counting for long times. There is an 
upper limit, of course, since the accuracy only increases as the square 
root of the counting time. In practice the sensitivity is limited by 
noise, caused by fluctuations in the background pressure, alkali metal 
impurities in the ionizing filament, and noise from the electron multiplier 
and electronics. 
Attempts are made to reduce the effect of background alkali metal 
vapour and scattering by other background gases by using high pumping 
speeds, and by introducing slit systems and shielding which only allow 
particles from the direction of the scattering centre to reach the detector. 
The detector is also best situated in a separately pumped ultra high vacuum 
chamber - particularly if an electron bombardment detector is used. 
Chopping one (or preferably both) of the beams at a frequency greater than 
that of the beam and background pressure fluctuations, followed by phase 
sensitive detection considerably increases the signal to noise ratio. 
This is somewhat more difficult when counting techniques are utilised. 
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The effects of filament impurities are reduced by running the 
filament at a high temperature for several hours before taking measurements. 
Also filament noise usually- occurs as short bursts of up to lO ions that 
are readily detected and eliminated in the subsequent analysis of the 
scattering results. Multiplier noise arises from fluctuations in gain 
caused by changes in the interdynode voltages, and from variations in the 
dark current. The effects of the former are eliminated by counting the 
output pulses, and those of the latter can be reduced by cooling the 
multiplier and by using a pulse height discriminator. 
The difficulties of inverting scattering cross section data to an 
intermolecular potential have until recently deterred workers from studying 
collisions between pairs of alkali metal atoms which can take place along 
two potential energy curves. The long range dispersion forces are the 
same for both states, and Buck & Pauly (Buc 65) have obtained values of 
the C coefficients for the dispersion forces from total cross section 
measurements at a thermal energy. 
There is a considerable discrepancy between their results and the 
theoretical calculations of Dalgarno & Davison as can be seen from 
table II on page 22.. • 	Studies on the singlet and triplet states of 
MaCs have been reported by Neuman & Pauly (NEU 68), and Pritchard (PRI 67,68). 
Calculations reveal a considerable discrepancy between Pritchard e experiments.l 
differential cross sections (obtained at thermal energies) and predictions 
based on Pauly's results, which were derived from high energy total cross 
section measurements. 	Recently (September 1968) news has arrived of 
work by Rothe & He].bin.g (RoT 68) on the total cross sections for Uth1tn 
-20- 
colliding with a series of alkali metals at thermal energies. They also 
studied NaCs and obtained results conflicting with those of the other 
workers. 	Further discussion of these findings will be postponed until 
after the results of the present work on the thermal energy scattering 
of sodium by potassium have been given. 
In the next chapter the connection between the intermolecular 
potentials iniportant in the collision process and the behaviour of the 
differential CO88 sections will be established. Also, expressions 
will be derived relating the cross sections more precisely to what is 
actually measured by a real apparatus. 
The third chapter is a description of the apparatus and the 
preliminary data processing procedure. 
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TABLE I 
Singlet Btate data for alkali metal atom pairs 
Well Depth D a (pico erg)  
Equilibritnn 
Distance (A) 
Li2 	 1.83 	 2.672 
Na2 	 1.18 	 3.078 
NaN 	 0.99 
NaRb 0.92 
K2 0.83 3.923 
Rb2 0.79 4.127 
Ce 0.72 4.465 
Compiled from Herzberg (HER 50) 9 Gaydon (GAY 47) and 
Evans at, al. (EvA 55). 
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TABLE II 
Van der Waals coefficients for alkali metal stom pairs 
Dalgarno & Dalgarno & Buck & Kingston Fontana - Davison Pauly (epli) 
Li - Li 1467 500 1319 (9) 
Na 1405 (20) 
K 2142 (125) 
Rb 2332 (180) 
Cs 2868 (270) 
Na - Na 1500 817 1511 (40) 880 
K 2289 (160) 1081 
Rb 2485 (230) 1380 
Cs 3040 (325) 1443 
K 	- K 3280 1630 3518 (400) 1522 
	
Rb 	 3824 (520) 	1561 
Cs 4723 (690) 1839 
Rb - Rb 	5360 	 1590.. 	4159 (650) 	1602 
Cs 5134 (870) 2053 
Cs - Cs 	4880 	 2200 	 6367 (1128) 	3310 
units are pico erg R 6 = 100 erg - 
The figw'es in brackets are estimated additional contributions 
from core transitions. 
- 23 - 
CHAPTER TWO 
TH E 0 R Y 
- 24 - 
In the first section the theory of elastic scattering from a 
central isotropic potentIal 18 reviewed. 	Collisions between alkali 
metal atoms are then discussed, and some preliminary theoretical 
predictions of the scattering cross sections presented. 	From the 
results of these predictions an approximation for scattering CT088 
sections at small angles is derived, that allows information on the 
interaction potential to be obtained directly In certain cases. 
The final sections are concerned with calculating the angular distribution 
of the scattering as measured with a real (and imperfect) apparatus. 
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REVIEW OF ELASTIC SCATmIIMG: 
Classical theoryj 	Atomic collision processes can be described 
by classical mechanics only in the limiting case of high energy collisions 
(collision energies greater than a few electron volts), but the results 
do give some insight into the low energy behaviour. 
The two body collision process may be reduced to an equivalent 
single body problem by separating out the motion of the centre of mass 
of the system. From the viewpoint of an observer travelling with the 
centre of mass, the collision process is equivalent to the interaction 
of a single particle of mass and Initial velocity g, with the central 
force field V(r). 	e =m1m2/(m1+ in2 ) is the reduced mass of the 
colliding particles, and g is their initial relative velocity. In the 
centre of mass system the motion is confined to a plane. Fig. 1 shows 
the collision parameters. 
For a spherically symmetric potential the deflection in the centre 
of mass system Is, 
00 
 b ot r/ r j 	2 -v(r)/Er 
The lower limit of integration r0  is the distance of closest approach 
of the particles given by the outermost zero of 
- yr 2. - V ( rc')IE r 
where E 
r is the relative collision energy. 
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Vr 
•____ 	 ___ 
V(r) 
Vr = initial relative velocity. 
Er 	v,/2, relative kinetio enerr. 
b 	impaot parameter. 
r - d.istanoe of olosest approach. 
- centre of mass system deflection angle. 
Fig. 2.1. Parameters for an elastio collision in 
centre of mass coordinates. 
L ( 
Ortiting 
t I 	collision. 
'I 
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Fig. 22. Classical trajectories and deflection functions for elastic collisions. 
Fig. 2 shows a deflection function for a realistic potential having a 
minimum. In collisions with small impact parameters the short range 
repulsive forces dominate, and the deflections are large and positive 
(using the normal sign convention). 	As the impact parameter 'b' 
increases the attractive forces become more important, until at some 
impact parameter b0 there is no net deflection because the effects of 
the repulsive and attractive forces cancel each other. The deflections 
for particles with even larger impact parameters are negative, and slowly 
approach zero again as b becomes very large. 	The value of the mlnimtnn 
deflection 9r  depends primarily on the depth 6 of the potential well, 
and the initial velocity of the particle. 	Orbiting collisions 
r infinite) occur if the well is very deep. 
In practice only I e between 0 and Ir can be measured, and 
clearly collisions at several impact parameters (usually > 3) can give 
rise to scattering at the same absolute value of 0. The classical 
differential cross section is obtained by adding together these contributions - 
it may be readily shown that:- 
o4(e)- 11 6 t7sit 
	
(2) 
Several interesting features emerge from this expression. At 9 = 0 
the differential cross section becomes Infinite, a result at variance with 
the observed facts. 	At angles close to zero the attractive part of the 
potential dominates (where b is large and dO/db nafl), and we may write 
V(r) 	- C/r5. 
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Ecpanding the integrand in (I) and neglecting higher terms since V(r) 
is snail leads to, 
o 
(e) 	£ (s ;).fs7 






For neutral atoms s = 6, and so, 
I / 	._7/3 
o (e) 	
- ( '¶(0 E r- 
This type of behaviour is frequently observed, and allows the 
coefficient for the attractive long range forces to be determined. 
There is a second singularity in the classical cross section at 
= 	
where dO /db becomes zero. 0r 
 is called the rainbow angle 
by analor with the similar process giving rise to optical rainbows, and 
measurement of the variation of 0 with energy is a powerful method of 
determirig the potential well depth. Other singularities in the differential 
cross section arise whenever the deflection function passes through multiples 
of 7 , giving rise to forward or backward 'glories' - another term borrowed 
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from meteorology. 
Classical theory accounts for the gross structure observed in 
differential cross sections, but is inadequate in that it predicts 
singularities and fails to account for the observed oscillatory structure 
of o(e) arising from interference between particles with different Impact 
parameters being scattered through the same angle. 
Qpntum theory of scattering: 	The colliding particles are beet 
represented by wave packets, but if the two beams do not vary in intensity, 
time independent methods may be used. 
The interaction is described by the wave equation, 
- 	 + v(c)c2))()c)= ET .jJ(rl ) r2) (-k 
 4g I 	ZMYZ 
where 	ie the total kinetic energy of the system. Writing, 
r 
Of) -). 
the motion of the centre of mass can be separated. The scattering in 
the centre of mass system is then described by a solution of, 
(v: ~ kz)¼kcc)=  
where, 	 iz=  ~Vr/t 
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A solution of (4) is required that at large r represents an 
incident plane wave, and an outgoing scattered spherical wave, i.e. 
r-,00 
€ + 	 (s) 
Now 6ikz represents an incident current density of V r  particles 
per unit area per unit time, and f (0).e 1 ' an outgoing scattered flux 
of 	 where 00 is an element of solid angle at 9 . 





In molecular scattering problems, f (9) is usually obtained by 
the partial wave method first developed by Rayleigh to describe the 
scattering of sound waves. The incident and scattered waves are expanded 
into a sum of partial waves each having a momentum ~*+O ~ -k 
It can be shown (MaT 65, ROD 67, WU 62) that this procedure gives, 
IM - P (cos 0) 
The 	are phase shifts, and contain all the infox,nation on the 
scattering process. 	They are the phase differences between the asymptotic 
solutions of the radial wave equation, 
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r A~ 	—r)_LL1(r)O 
	(8) dri. rJ 
U, H - 	 (9) 
and the field free radial equation, 
&Z -+ C  ~Fr 2 k2 Uc+J (r) = 	 * (to) 
U,(r) = kr.j,( kr) _> 	 (kr- t-rt/-,) .(I#) 
The solution j.0-0 of (10) is a spherical Bessel function. 
From equations (6) and (7) the differential Cr088 section may be 
calculated. 	We have, 




+ ( Z (2C4 ) S iK 	P, (Co S 
The number of partial waves neces8ary for the convergence of the summations 
in (12) is of the order of ka where a is the 'range' of the potential. 
Some 500 -  1000 terms must be included for thennal energy collisions 
between alkali metal atoms. 
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Computation of the phase shifts 	The phase shifts can be calculated 
exactly by direct numerical integration of equations (8) and (10) and 
comparison of the positions of nodes at large r . 	In practice only 
(8) need be integrated since Akr) can be computed by upwards recursion 
if kr 	1 (if the condition is not satisfied downwards recursion must 
be used). 	Alternatively (8) can be integrated, and the ratio of the 
regular and irregular solutions found. At a node in the solution of (8) 
we have, 
+a K- 	 (kr)) 
where j (kr) is a spherical Neumann function. 	The latter method 
has the disadvantage that only the 'modulus' of the phase shift between 
0 and 29 can be found. 	This is all that Is required for equation 
(12), but interpolation of the phase shifts in 1 is then difficult. 
AU the exact methods are laborious. Deoendin2 on 1 And 	 44 
was found that several seconds were required to compute each phase shift 
on the Edinburgh XDF9 computer. 
When the fractional change in V(r) along the classical trajectory 
Is everywhere small compared with the de Brogue wavelength of the particle, 
the interaction is quasi - classical and approximate solutions of (8) and 
(10) are obtained by considering the limit as A -3 O 	The reaultinR 
expression for 	, known as the J'WKB phase shift is (including the 




j ( 1_dr .(13) UJk8 	 - 	 2r 
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r0 18 the outermost zero of the integrand, and corresponds to the classical 
distance of closest approach of the particles. Remembering that kJQ,pEr/\, 
and that 	L+ 	we have, 
	
ot 	 Ob 
f fj r Er _? 	dr_JJi_6\drl...0) \ F2. 	J 
0 
From (1) and (14) we have for the aem.lciaasjcal case, 
(is) 
If the perturbation of the incoming plane wave by the scattering 




where J,,, (r) is a Bessel function. 	The Born expression may be 
used if -1 	I , i.e. if V(r)/Er is small or 1 is large. 
If V(r) is written as, 
V(r) = C,r'— C ( r 
then (16) reduces to two Weber Shafheitlin integrals which have the solution 
(wAT 66, p.403), 




(4) 	 7t 14J.C 1. (k\ ______________ where, 	( -= - 	 _ __ _ 11  
tt2 (¼zJ (())Z fl(t+) 
Or if 1 is large, 
(t&) 
lit 44. k . f6t) - 	Lt 
where, 	 ( tk-3) . O4-0.I ( -rr 
JI -7) 
PL 2 , and even. 
.2.. 	 and odd.. 
i&3 
This very useful result aflows sets of phase ehifts for higher order 
partial waves to be rapidly computed. 
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COLLISIONS BETWEEN ALKALI METAL ATCMS: 
The results obtained in the previous sections have been for elastic 
collisions between unlike particles without spin, that interact along & 
single potential energy curve. Depending on their Initial electronic 
spin orientations, alkali metal atoms In their ground states ( 2sf) interact 
adiabatically along the singlet or triplet state potential energy curves of 
the diatom. 	Possible sources of coupling between the electronic states, 
are spin-orbit and nuclear spin interactions. 	The energy splitting due 
to spin-orbit interactions depends primarily on V(r) where V(r) Is the 
electrostatic potential of the second collision partner as seen by the 
outermost valence electron. If the particles are neutral atoms, V(r) 
and V(r) are small. 	The nuclear hyperfine splitting is also several 
orders of magnitude less than the energy separation between the singlet 
and triplet states except at extremely large distances. 	The lifetime of 
these coupled states Is considerably longer than the collision duration, and 
hence the states can be considered uncoupled. 
If the states are uncoupled, the observed differential cross section 
will be a weighted sum of the individual cross sections for the 
singlet and triplet interactions. 	The other possibility to examine Is 
that inelastic collisions might occur. This can also be dismissed since 
energy Is conserved throughout the collision, and with thermal energy beams 
the relative collision energy Is too low for electronic excitation to occur. 
If the two beams are unpolarised, half of the collisions occur with 
the spins of the collision partners parallel, and half with the spins anti- 
parallel. 
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The observed differential cress section will then be, 
= Eo(e) -1- 3.0-3 (e)] 
=4 [(5 (o)jz+ •l f3(°)I7 	.. (i 
The cross sections for singlet and triplet state scattering are 	and 
O 	respectively. The factor three arises from the degeneracy of the 
triplet state. 
Identical particle collisions: So far It has been assumed that the 
colliding particles are distinguishable. 	This is not necessarily so, 
indeed the first system studied in this investigation was 39K + 
but this had to be abandoned because of experimental difficulties. 
The total wave function of a system of identical particles must be 
either syimnetric or antisyninetric with respect to interchange of the 
particles - the latter in the case of 39Kg 	In order to symmetrize the 
total wave function, the symmetries of the orbital wave function, and the 
electronic and nuclear spin wave functions must be taken into account. 
The orbital wave function can be symmetric or antisyninetric with 
respect to particle exchange depending on whether the angular momentum 
quantum number L Is even or odd - interchange of the coordinates of the 
particles is equivalent to multiplying the orbital wave function by (_1)L, 
If the particles are identical, the asymptotic form of the wave 
function for scattering must be written, 
\( —tkz 
This represents two ingoing plane waves travelling in opposite 
directions, and two outgoing spherical waves. 
If the differential oross section is defined as the total 
scattered flux into solid angle d divided by the incident 
ourrent density of one of the beams, we then have for the 
symmetrical orbital wave functions, 
o(e) = I 
f fn) 1 2
=  
The oorresponding cross seotion for antiuymmetrioal orbital 
wave functions is, 
GWAi 
Remembering that, 
—u- 6) =e-o. P,  (use) 
the corresponding partial wave expansions are, 
2~lt 
)). -Pt (CDs fS %I W V4 - 
(,JQ'i 





For alkali metal collisions we need only consider the symmetries 
3ç--f 
of the 	 and 	.electronic wave functions. The singlet 
state is symmetric, and the triplet state antisymmetric. The remaining 
factor is the symmetry of the nuclear spin states. If the nuclear spin 
is I , the ratio of symmetric to unsymmetric nuclear spin wave functions 
willbe 1+1:1. 
In the case of 39K collisiona, i 	and the symmetrized cross 
section for the singlet cross section is, 
	
0 	 -I (0) = 	
SfW4eM
I  idek  
and for triplet cross sections, 
de t(e)[c0 	+3 	-I 
S9$4*M 
The observed cross section for unpolarised beams will then be, 
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The major observable effect of the particles being identical follows 
innnediately from (19) and (20), that in the centre of mass system, 
The statistical weighting due to the nuclear spin wave functions has little 
effect except at large scattering angles. At very small angles where 
P1(coa o) Is a slowly varying function of 0 the cross sections for 
indistinguishable particle collisions are almost identical to those for 
collisions between unlike particles of the same mass. 
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Computed cross sections for alkali metal collisions: 
A computer programme (Monoenergy forward) was written to calculate 
differential cross sections in centre of mass and laboratory coordinates, 
for elastic scattering from a given model potential. The phase shifts 
were calculated by the JWKB method (14) until 	was less than about 
0.1 radian, higher order phase shifts were derived using the asymptotic 
Born approximation (17). 	Uiard recursion was used to compute the 
Legendre polynomials as the suninations proceeded. 
(c+i). 	(Z) = ( 2L.!I).2. i:: (7-) - L. P_, () 
P0 (z) =1 
() 
This method is stable to at least I = 2000, and faster than the various 
approximations. 
Figs. 3 and 4 show some results for scattering from the singlet and 
triplet states respectively of the system 39 + 39K. 	The variation 
with collision energy of a set of triplet state cross sections is shown 
in fig. 5. Figs. 6 and 7 are examples of the phase shifts obtained for 
singlet and triplet state collisions. 
The triplet state potential was represented by a Lennard Jones 
(12 : 6) model, 
V(r) = 4e(&2/rI2_ o%-'). 
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Fig. 2.7. JWKB phase shifts for 39K 39K collisions (triplet state). 
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Since almost no information on the triplet state was available 
except that E was expected to be very small, the calculations were done 
for a range of values of the parameters E and C . 	The singlet state 
calculations were done using the potential obtained by Davies (DAy 65) 
around the minimum at 3.923 R. The long range dispersion forces were 
calculated using the C 6 parameter obtained experimentally by Buck & 
Pauly (BUC 65). In retrospect it would have been better to have used 
the C6 parameter calculated by Da].garno (DAL 59) - the Dalgarno & 
Davison calculations (DAL 67) were not available - but since these were 
early calculations to help in designing the apparatus the matter is 
unimportant. 
The singlet and triplet state cross sections each have a regular 
o8cillatory structure superimposed on the 	7"3 angular dependence 
predicted by classical theory (eqn.3). Calculations were done for 
centre of mass angles out to 1800,  but there was no significant structure 
beyond 100  (arid of course from 1700  to  1800). 	Any peak in the triplet 
state cross sections due to the classical rainbow effect was masked by 
the quantum oscillations. Triplet state deflection functions calculated 
by numerical differentiation of the pase shifts (eqn. 15), showed that 
the rainbow angles were at less than 20  for the potentials investigated. 
This was in agreement with the results of Hundhausen & Pauly (HuN 65) 
and Munn & Smith (MUN 66) who have compiled tables of the positions of 
rainbow maxl.ma for Lennard Jones (12 : 6) potentials. 	Well defined 
rainbow scattering effects only become visible through the quantum 
diffraction oscillations when, 
= 	 O•3 	 (2) 
This condition was not satisfied for any of the triplet state potential 
models. 
It will be seen from fig. 6 that there is a discontinuity in the 
singlet state ç&iase shift curve at 1 
0 
= 25. 	Classically this corresponds 
to an infinite deflection (i.e. an orbiting collision). Strictly speaking 
the JWKB approximation breaks down at L 'values close to 	since there 
are three classical turning points for the motion, and quantum mechanical 
tunnelling through the barrier In the effective potential occurs. The 
resulting error is small, however, because for L close to L,, d2 fdL2 
and hence 1de/d6/ Is large - from eqn. 2 it will be seen that under 
these conditions the contribution to the differential cross section will 
be negligible. It will be shown in the next section that partial waves 
for L 4 C O , where there are two regions of classically allowed motion, 
make a]snost no contribution to the cross sections. 
The absence of a rainbow peak in the triplet cross sections was 
disappointing, because the variation of the rainbow angle with the collision 
energy is one of the most direct methods for determining the well depth 
of a potential almost independently of the other parameters. The regular 
spacing of the oscillations In the singlet and triplet cross sections, 
and their obvious dependence on the potential length parameter (3 (in the 
case of the triplet cross sections), suggested that information on 
could be obtained from similar experimental cross sections measured at 
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small angles and with high resolution. 
Relationships between the angular spacing of the oscillations and 
the potential parameters are derived in the next section. 
AN APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION FOR SMALL ANGLE CROSS SECTIONS: 
The following treatment applies to scattering where either E/Efr  
( € being the potential well depth) is small, or where 	is so large 
that (classically) orbiting occurs at some inipact parameters. These two 
extremes corresponded to the expected behaviour of the alkali metal triplet 
and singlet states respectively. 
L o  is defined as the angular momentum quantum number at which 
is zero for the case where €1 E,. is small, and the C value for which there 
is a discontinuity in the çJiase shifts when €fEr is large. In both cases 
Iid is large and rapidly varying for (<:to , as will be seen from 
figs. 6 and 7. 	In the calculation of r(o) or o(0)only the fractional 
part of 	is important, and hence this part of the phase shifts 




f 	 (Q(e2ttg) R(cos) 





2 (4 	 (Cos 
Co 
If the phase shifts beyond ( 0 are small (<0.2) and are slowly 
varying with L, then the exponential term can be expanded and the 
summation replaced by an integration. This leads to, 
(2k4 	(COS (23) 
Under the above conditions the asymptotic Born approximation (17) 
is valid, and fu.rthertnore over most of the integral only the attract-
ive part of the potential (-C 6 r ) is important in determining the 
phase shifts. Thus we may write, 
- 	 C() 	
(~q
) 
The Legencire polynomial can be approximated by, 
P( (cose)  
Aj 	e1 
valid if L>>i, and 	 i-i/(i+). Or f o r Q0.1 and 
large, 
Pt (cos  
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Substit.ution into (23) lead8 to, 
00 
- 	 J(e). d( 	 - ' ' ('~ (0) t 2 	 0 
to 
Writing z 	tQ, and zo = 	gives, 
00 
(2) d2 	7) 
zo 
It is clear from (27) that oscillations in the small angle cross 
sections arise from oscillations in the value of the Integral as 0 and 
z change. The integral Is probably best evaluated numerically, but 
an analytic solution Is obtainable. Integrating continuou8ly by parts, 
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We obtain after collecting terms and summing the resulting series, 
	
0(2) d = 	JO(zo) 	 (2) j j2 ~)  
2 	 (I—) 
For the potentials of interest iOO<L,< 300,and so for 
3 ( z0 ( 9. 	In this range the dominant term determining the spacing 
of the first two or three oscillations in f(Q) is .J (2). There 
is little contribution from the last term because of the large weightinga 
of the higher order Bessel functions, which have their innermost zeroea 
at much larger z0 values. Hence may be determined from a set of 
experimental small angle cross sections by comparing the position of the 
minima with the corresponding zeroes of J0 ((CO). 
A more straightforward expression may be obtained for the angular 
spacing of the oscillations in 0(ê) -(f(e)I1 at ama].]. angles. The 







o 1 - \. CoS(Z - 4 
This expression gives the spacing of the zeroes beyond j 	with good 
accuracy. 	Substituting in (27) or (28), we obtain for the spacing of 
the oscillations in 
A e~ == —1k /to 	- . . . . . . (.2 Y) 
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it remains to relate £, to the potential energy function. 
to  for potentials with shallow wells: 	The fractional parts of 
cease to be random when 	= 0 . 	 Since all the remaining 
ase shifts are small and 	is large, we may represent them by the 
asymptotic Born approximation. For a Lennard Jones (12 : 6) potential, 
~ ( -= ±/~ G a-°k4rJ()_ ()() L c 	C" 
and, 
= 	__ 	 O'3 k L)J 
The angular spacing of the oscillations In the small angle cross 
sections is then, 
AO = it/ G- ~3z U- k 	. . . ... (o) 
For the curves in fig. 4, k = 26.15 i 	which leads to 
= 3.6910- (for K + K collision8 2 9 1ab =9  cm t this is derived 
later). The predicted spacing Is in excellent agreement with the exact 
calculations. 
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for potentials with deep wells: 
to  is the arbital angular monentn quantum number that (classically) results 
in orbiting collisions. The form of the effective potential, 
V(r)e ~f = V(r) + ((Li).2 	 (3t) 
when C = t o is shown in fig.8. Differentiating (31)9 we obtain for an 
orbiting collion, 
-' L [V(ror6)] 	
to -J~: 
=  
And from fig. 8, 
Er = V(rb) + 
If Er  is very small the potential in the region of roe b can be written, 
- C/r' 
which leads to 
(_ o 	c/- 	. .-(.32). 
This would enable C 6 to be determined although not to any great accuracy. 
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I 
Er 
Fig. 2.8. Shape of effective potential for an orbiting colli8ion. 
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The last approximation is not very realistic, and although i, only 
depends on V(r) near rorb no convenient potential models exist that 
allow this region to be independently varied. For any potential we have, 
-k 
	 (33). 
Finally it may be noted that eqns. 26 and 29 are also applicable 
to descriptions of the elastic scattering when chemical reaction occurs 
at impact parameters b < breact . In the simplified Optical potential 
model for reactive scattering 	0 for 1< Lreact = kbrctI This is 
equivalent in the calculation of differential cross sections to the random 
phase approximation. Thus if the phase shifts for C.> C. react  are small, 
the oscillatory structure predicted by (26) will be observed in the concurrent 
elastic scattering. 
The total reactive cross section in such cases can be estimated from, 
ii 	- T( 
2. 
where, 
= -1k / G-e "t - 
An identical result for the total reactive cross section has also been obtained 
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Fig 2.9. Vector dia.ram for in Pl ane elastic coiliions. 
TRANSFOfATION OF THE COORDINATE SYSTEM: 
All the results obtained so far have been in the centre of mass (CM) 
coordinate system. In order to compare theoretical predictions with 
experiinental results, differential cross sections in the laboratory (LAB) 
coordinate system must be calculated. A number of authors have dealt 
with the problem (DAT 61, MOR 62, and HEL 68 among other8), and it 18 
reviewed here for the special case of in-plane ela8tic scattering. In 
contrast to the normal derivations, coordinate geometry has been used 
since this eliminates ambiguities that arise in the trigonometric expreasione 
when automatic computation is employed. 
Fig. 9 is the vector diagram for an in-plane elastic collision between 
two particles having LAB velocities V1 and !2'  and masses mi and m2 
respectively. The collision angle is 	. The corresponding initial 
CM velocities are 
U,
and 	, and if v is the velocity of the centre 
of mass we have, 
= 	+ 
and, 	 v = v + u -2 	-c 	-2 
In an elastic collision only the directions of u 1 and u 
2  change, 
the final LAB velocities are, 
' 
1 




= v + u -2 -c -2 
Mote that in certain cases (as shown) scattering at two CM angles O and 
contributes to the scattering observed at a given laboratory angle 
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We firstly require the cM angles 
O1  and 02  contributing to 
scattering at . Using the coordinate system in Fig.9 9 and noting 
that m1/m2 = u2/u1 we have for the coordinates of X, 
X 	(/1 -- 2v1cosP)/(,.+). 
xj =  ( Ma.Va: S I'IA ~P)/(Im' + M'). 
Hence 	 x + 	\ 
and, 	 X IA  
The coordinates of the points C and D which lie on the circle 
of radius U1 with centre at X are, 
(cr)= 
CC)D) 	(C) D),.4ar,03. 
Finally we have for 0
1  and 
= 	 (c c_)cX.x) ± 
\ U1L 1h ) CO L4 
	
L X 	C - 
L '4' 
EffS. 
Only Q1 contributes to the 8cattering at a if, 
(t<o). 
In the special case where 	 and m1 = m2 the expression8 
reduce to 0=2 
If scattering from N centre of mass angles (cross sections 	) 
contributes to the LAB scattering at Q we have, since the scattered flux 
is independent of the coordinate system, 
	
cr. 	LD i . I L d-2 i (3s). 
and 	are solid angle elements measured in the IAB 






- v12  
(W4 	1k1 
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Thus for scattering at 0 or 
(q• 	
lei 




the appropriate value of v1 is used in each case, where 
= 	+ 
The steps in the calculation of laboratory cross sections are thus:- 
calculate the corresponding CM angle/s 9 and 
calculate 	and a-(e2) 
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VELOCITY AVERAGED DIFFETENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS: 
In a real apparatus the beam interaction region has a finite size, 
the beams have a measurable velocity distribution, and the detector subtende 
a finite solid angle at the 'scattering centre'. 	In order to calculate 
the scattered flux at a certain angle for a given collision process, we 
must average the expressions for the cross sections over all the above 
quantities. Averaging has usually been neglected in previous 'fitting' 
calculations, because the investigator8 have been interested in variations 
in the cross sections at large angles. Averaging is more important in 
the present experiment since the theoretical calculations predict that 
the observable oscillatory structure will be confined to angles of less 
than five degrees. Also the observed cross 8ections are composed of 
contributions from the singlet and triplet state cross sections which 
might well be unequally distorted by energy averaging. 
Averaging functions important in the measurement of total cross 
sections have been derived by Berkling et. al. (BER 62). Greene & Rosa 
(ACK 64, AIR 67) have considered the case for differential scattering 
from two unidirectional beams. More recently, Helbing (HEL 68) has 
treated formally the problem of a narrow primary beam colliding with a 
cross beam having an angular distribution, and scattering into a point 
detector. In the treatment here the interaction of a unidirectional 
primary beam of arbitrary cross section with a cross beam having an 
angular distribution, and scattering into a finite size detector is 
considered. This latter arrangement most closely resembles the actual 
experimental configuration used. The angular distribution of both beams 
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can be measured in the present experiment, unless this is possible any 
averaging process is rather futile. 
Fig. 10 shows the coordinate system and parameters used. 
Cartesian axes are set up at a point 0 from which the LAB scattering 
angle (c 	) is measured. The secondary- beani particles are assumed 
to come from a point source at y = -r2 . The CFOS8 beam flux of particles 
having speeds from v2 to v2 + dv2 is defined as Na .f(cx,(,v2). ctv 
per steradian per unit time. The main beam is assumed to have a cross 
sectional area A, and an incident current density of N1• f1 (v1).dv1 
for particles in the speed range of v1 to v1 + dv1 . 
The density of secondary beam particles having speeds v2 to 
+ dv2 in a volume element dr = dx . dy . dz Is, 
• f. ( O(' )  (3, v1). 
dv I 	D 	)Z 
If 	 is the total collision cross section, where g is 
the relative velocity between the colliding particles, the probability 
of a collision is given by, 
s c c(z 
	vf2 3C'0 
- 
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Fjp 2.10. Coordinate system for calculation of energy verd. Q -- ,ogs section 
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z 
P(z)  
-ffl( 	( N2 . (D( j 	S X ). dv2 . d z. 
0 
—F(z) 
The primary beam current density at z will thus be Wrfi(v).e 
and the rn.nber of beam particles scattered from an element CtT into an angle 
cLQJ at ®) 13 willbe, 
SJ5 = [( v)()2T1 
V2. 	v,J 
- X 1,z) 	OL. 
 dz -E O-L(o, 	V cLQJ 
The total signal received by a detector subtending a solid angle I2 
at 0 ) at a distance rd is then, 
2. 
J5 (®) ) 	. 	__ CIOS  
Va.) 	Y-, / 
e 
- P(2) 
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The computation of J3 
) 
using the exact expression (38) 
would take a considerable time, unless some (probably unjustified) assumptions 
were made about the part.ial derivations of OT . 	 The expression may be 
simplified by making the following assumptions (which are satisf led in the 
present experiment); 
The detector area 18 small and mea8urements are limited to the 
yz plane. 
The centre of the primary beam lies on the z axis, and the 
height (along x) and width are small. 
With the above assumptions (38) reduces to, 
- ~) 
J5(®)= ff(9 	 P( __ .e. a, (0) V 





I V2') C- T (9) ' N2 - f2. (0~) VI) ~ U - ff(  
0v2. 
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The exponential factor representing the attenuation of the primary 
beam is a slowly varying function close to unity under normal conditions, 
and it can be replaced by an average quantity. If N 11 (0) and N10 (0) 
are the primary beam intensities with and without scattering by the cross 
beam we have, 
: = N d2 
U O 
N 1 (i- tV, 1 (o)/N 10 (o)) 
Lt(N 10 (o)/N 1g (0)) 
Z is the average path length of the primary beam through the cross beam. 
Noting that, 
N10 (0) = N1A 
and, 	 O( dz = r.do( 
we have finally, 
(@) = N,0 (o) - N,, (2) .  NJ. t 
1K(N,,(6)/K,,(o)) 	r2. 
07 	1 (VI) . f .1 (V, )C~) aV fff 1. d o( 
	
- 	 (32). 
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A computer program, 'Dolila', was written to compute the integrals 
in (39) for a range of laboratory angles. Since the amount of computation 
was considerable, care was taken to make the calculation as efficient as 
possible. 	The JWKB and asymptotic Born approximations were used to 
calculate the phase shifts for C = ON C maxat five equally spaced 
collision energies, determined by the limits of the integrations over 
the beam speeds and intersection angles. Provision was also made to 
calculate exact quantum phase shifts but limitations of the Edinburgi 
KDF9 compiler prevented this being used in practice. A complete 8et 
of phase shifts for any particular relative energy was obtained by 
interpolation in energy and then in L . 	This was a valid procedure 
because 	(( v Er) was a smoothly varying function except for the 
relatively un:important orbiting region in the singlet state phase shifts. 
The integrals were evaluated by Gaussian quadratures, and values 
of f1(v1) and f2(a() at the abscissae were read in • Since f 2(v2 ) 
was not measurable the velocity distribution was assumed to be that for 
perfect effusive flow, 
(V  CkV (2v/oc4).exp(_v22/1). di 2. 
= 
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No attempt was made to normalise the dIstribution functions because 
only the angular structure was of Interest. 	Seven quadrature points 
on each integral were found to be necessary before the results converged. 
With a largest L value of 1000, the computation of a set of 20 energy 
averaged cross sections (which required 6800 - 14,000 centre of mass 
cross sections) needed 70 minutes on the Edinburgh KDF9 computer. 
It was found that with the narrow velocity distribution given by a velocity 
selected primary beam, integration over v1 was not necessary - this 
reduced the computation time to 15 - 20 minutes. 
Figs. U and 12 show some energy averaged triplet state cross sections 
for sodium scattered by potassium. 	A Lennard Jones (12 : 6) potential 
was used, with the coefficient of the attractive forces ( 4ecr" ) 
constrained to equal Pauly's long range C 6 coefficient. The length 
parameter Cr was set equal to 10 angstrom, which resulted in a well 
depth e of 2.7 x 10 pico erg. 
In fig. U curve A shows cross sections for the collision of 
unidirectional monoenergetic beams. 	Curves B and C are averaged 
cross sections for a monoenergetic primary beam colliding with a cross 
beam having a thermal velocity spread, and angular half widths of 10 0  
and 0.10  respectively. 	In curve D the primary beam has a speed 
distribution that would be transmitted by a velocity selector having a 
resolution of 15% (velocity selector characteristics are described in 
Appendix I). 	The calculations do not include the effect of a finite 
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a(€ +i)co( 
Where 	is the angular half width of the detector filament (0.075 0  in 
our case. 	The results (using the averaged cross sections of curve C) 
are shown as curve E. It would have been interesting to compute averaged 
cross sections for the collision of two beams with thermal velocity 
distributions. 	It was found, however, that more quadrature points would 
have been necessary, resulting in a computation time of several hours. 
It is evident that with a reasonably monoenergetic primary beam, 
most of the averaging results from the thermal speed distribution of the 
cross beam particles. 	The angular distribution of the cross beam has 
almost no effect. This is important because it permits the use of wide 
cross beams, which results in a considerable gain in scattered intensity 
with little loss of angular resolution. 
The averaging is not appreciably worsened when the primary beam 
has a speed distribution that would be transmitted by a low resolution 
(15%) velocity selector. 	Bearing in mind the considerable attenuation 
factors of high resolution velocity selectors, it appears preferable if 
higher angular resolution were desired to pass both beams through very low 
resolution selectors (20 - 25%), rather than have a single high resolution 
selector on one of the beams. 
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An experimental configuration similar to that used in the calculations, 
with a narrow primary beam and a detector subtending an angle of 0.150,  would 
be adequate to observe small angle undulations in differential cross sections. 
Major improvements in resolution would only result from velocity 8election 
of the cross beam also. 
The effect of reducing the primary beam velocity relative to that of 
the cross beam is shown in fig. 12. The averaging becomes much more serious 
at the lower primary beam velocities, because of the increasing effect of 
the cross beam velocity distribution on the relative velocity vector, 
(a well known fact evident from fig. 9). 	Clearly, more reliable results 
will be obtained using high primary beam velocities. 
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CHAPTER III 
E X P R I M 3 N T A L 
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I? ?ODtTCTION 
The apratus was designed as a general purpose machine, 
adaptable for measuring differential cross sections for a variety of 
collision phenomena. 	The specific requirements of a machine for 
studying alkali metal - alkali metal collisions have been discussed in 
the previous two chapters, but may be briefly restated here. They are: 
a detector resolution of at least 0.20  in order to resolve small angle 
quantum oscillations, a narrow prfrary beam (< 0.20 wide), and a small 
scattering volume, the ability to make observations within 2 0 of the 
primary beam, spin-state selection of both beams before collision, and 
an efficient detector capable of differentiating between alkali metals. 
All these refinements were built into the apparatus, with the exception 
of spin-state selection of the beams - the reduction in 5cattered 
intensity that would have resulted precluded this. 
The main features of the apparatus are shown in fig. 3.1. 	There 
were two vacuum chambera, a large chamber containing the sources, and a 
smaller separately pumped detector chamber. 	The sources, colliinating 
slits, beam flags, and velocity selector were mounted on a turntable, 
that could be rotated so that in-plane angular measurements over the 
complete "internal quadrant" could be made. 	The turntable was rotatable 
in increments of 0.050, and its angular position was measurable to the same 
accuracy. 	Only the primary beam was velocity selected, owing to lack of 
intensity. 	The selector had the comparatively low resolutIon of 15, 
the results of the last chapter have shown that in the present experiments, 
if only one beam is velocity selected then no significant improvement in 
-11 
0' 
Fig.3.1. Cut-w view of thermal energy molecular beam apparatus. 
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resolution results from using a siector with a higher resolution. 
The detector was a Langmuir - Taylor surface ionizer, followed, by 
a quadrupole mass filter, and an electron multiplier. Pulse 
counting tec'bniq.ues were used., which eliminated, noise from variations 
in the electron multiplier gain, and. permitted measurements of 
weak scattered sjnals. Counts and information on the beam flag 
and turntable positions were recorded automatically on punched 
tape, for subseouent computer analysis. 
The remainder of the chapter is divided broadly into three 
parts, dealing with the scattering chamber and sources, and the 
detection system, and finally the eerimental procedure. The 
velocity selector is only briefly mentioned here, a full account 
may be found in the Appendix. 
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APPM?ATUS: 
1. Tho cat 	Lr cier: 	The chamber was made in the 
department, from '6" stainless steel, argon-arc welded throughout. 
There were three principal parts, the baseplate, the chamber frame, and 
the lid. 	The internal dimensions (including the lid) were 50.5 cm. 
square and 52 cm. deep. 	Side-olates, were bolted on the four sides of the 
frame, these held the detector chamber, electrical and water leadthroughs, 
and a perspex window. Access was via the lid which could be unbolted 
and lifted clear by chain blocks. 	Rectangular section rubber gaskets 
formed vacuum seals between the components. 
Pimps and cold shielding: The scattering chamber was pwnped by 
a 12" oil diffusion pwnp with a water cooled chevron baffle, backed by a 
single stage rotary pump. A vacuum interlock system protected the 
diffusion pump and the oven windings from vacuum failures or lack of 
cooling water. 
A large, liquid nitrogen cooled, copper liner provided extra 
pumping speed for gases condensible at -1950C. 	The liner was bolted 
to a 20 litre copter tank suspended on four stainless steel bars within 
the lid. The tank was made from 1/411 copper sheet, welded to a. 
19" x 19" x 0 * 5" copper base plate. The large thermal mass prevented 
rapid temperature rises when the liquid nitrogen in the tank boiled dry. 
The tank was fifled by blowing in fresh liquid from a 250 litre storage 
dewar. 	Automatic filling was not attempted because the silicone rubber 
seal on the stack leaked during filling unless it was kept fairly warm. 
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During a run, with both ovens on, the liquid nitrogen constiption was  
about 15 - 20 litres/hr. 	The pnping speed for condensibles was 
probably about 25,000 litres per second, asstmiing unit sticking 
probability. 	Copper slats were bolted to the liner opposite the usual 
position of the cross beam source to trap unscattered beam material. 
Scattered particles passed into the detector chamber through a 
slit in the copper liner. 	Stray particles were rejected by a series 
of baffle plates. 
On starting a run, the chamber pressure dropped to about 0.2 torr 
within ten minutes. 	The diffusIon pnp was then started, and after 
waiing up the pressure fell to 10 torr after an hour, and to 10_6  torr 
after several hours. 	At this 3tage the cold trap was filled and the 
run started. 	During a run with both ovens hot the pressure was typically 
2 x 10 torr. 
?reure me' rrcnt: 	Two Pirarii gauges indicated the 
backing line pressure - one was connected to the vacuum interlock unit. 
Scattering chamber pressures below 10 torr were measured on an Edwards 
1G2MA ionization gauge. 	The head was attached to a sideplate opposite 
a slotted hole in the copper liner, pressures read on the gauge were 
probably lower than those Inside the shield. 
Turntable, carnage, and oven suouorts: 	The sources together 
with the collimating slits and velocity selector were mounted on a rotatable 
platform, which was in turn housed in an aluminium support carriage. The 
carriage rested on two parallel bars which enabled it to be replaced in a 
reproducible position after removal for oven aligrrnerit or reloading. 
Electrical connections were brought to a plugboard on the carriage from 
leadthroughs on the side of the vacuum chamber. 
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The turntable consistod of two sets of parallel bars fixed at right 
angles on to a central hub. 	The oven mounts rested on the bars, 
permitting their distance from the scattering centre to be altered without 
destroying the alignment of the sources. 	Cooling water for the oven 
mounts and shielding was piped via a four way rotatable seal in the turn- 
table hub (see fIg. 3.2). 	The two extra channels were intended for 
supplying gas ovens. 	The seal worked well provided that the rubber 10' 
rings were frequently greased. 
A stepping motor coupled to a 36 1 reduction gearbox rotated the 
turntable in increments of 0.050. 	The movement was rather 8luggish 
because of the friction of the '0' rings In the hub seal. 	Often, after 
stepping to a new position one had to wait over 30 seconds for the creep 
to stop before measurements could be taken. 	For fast slewing, the motor 
was driven from a 50 Hz. supply. 	Rotation was restricted to about 1200, 
and all measurements were made in the internal quadrant. 
The turntable position was measured by a 'Minitac' shaft rotation 
indicator, coupled by a rubber tyred friction wheel to the turntable huh. 
The reading was indicated on an electronic counter to an accuracy of 
0.05, 
the device depended on measuring the movement of moire fringes 
and gave relative positions only. 	Scattering anglea were obtained by 
setting the counter to an arbitrary zero, and then measuring the position 
of the primary beam. 
The oven mounts were made from duralurnin and were gold plated to 
reduce radiative heating by the ovens. 	Nevertheless it was found 
necessary to water cool the mounts to prevent overheating of the beam 
flag magnet coils and the velocity selector motor. 	Each oven rested 
on three '6" diameter tungsten rods. 	These were adjustable both 
Fig. 3.2. Turnta1e hub and four way lead. throu 
vertically and laterally to enable the ovens to be aligned. Brackets on 
the meunts held electrically heated collimating slits, - these were also 
adjustable. 
Background alkali metal vapour is often an important noise source 
in crossed beam experiments. The vapour originates from the gas clouds 
in front of the oven apertures, and from beam material stopped by beam 
X. flags and collimating slits. The most satisfactory cure for this 
difficulty would be to have differentially pnped oven and scattering 
chambers, but this is hardly possible using rotating ovens. Instead 
one must improvise by introducing cooled shielding so that vapour is 
prevented from contaminating the scattering centre and the detector. 
Almost total enclosure of the sources in liquid nitrogen cooled boxes 
would be ideal - again this would be most difficult for rotating sources 
unless of the Herschbach design (HER 62). In this apparatus the ovens 
were well shielded by water cooled plates attached to the oven mounts. 
It was hoped that most of the alkali metal vapour would escape to the 
rear of the ovens and be condensed on the liquid nitrogen cooled liner. 
Fig. 3.3 shows the layout of the oven shielding, and also the collimating 
slit5 and beam flags. 
Beam fiaç's: Both beams could be interrupted by electromagnetically 
operated beam flags attached to the source mounts. Condensation of 
potassium often caused the cross beam flag to jam. Moving the flag to 
the far side of the collimating slits cured this at the risk of producing 
spurious scattered signals from interference between the flag and the main 
beam. 	Dumny runs with the cross beam oven cold were always made to look 
for this effect. 
Velocity selector 




:. Cross beam flag 
X: collimating slits. 
Fig. 33. Layout of collimating slits, beam flags 
and water cooled. shielding. 
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Both fias could be switched manually, but during runs the cross 
beam flag was automatically switched so that alternate counts were taken 
with the cross beam off and on. 
Beam sources: 
The main beam oven is shown in fig. 3.4. 	The oven had two chambers, 
enabling the beam energy to be varied independently of the source pressure. 
More important, two chamber ovens produce steadier beams because the vapour 
in the slits is superheated and stoppages are less liable to occur from 
condensation or liquid sputtering 1 and creepage up the walls. 
The heating elements were made from 22 S.W.6. nichrome wire, 
threaded through fused alumina tubes, 	Tantalzn wires were used initially 
but they soon became brittle and fragile. 	Unless very high wire 
temperatures are needed, tantaitmi does not appear to have any advantages 
over nichrome. 
Tcmperatures were sensed by miniature platintnn resistance thermometers 
(10 ohms resistance) and thermocouples inserted into wells in the chambers. 
Annealed copper gaskets were used as seals. Provided that they 
were free from scratches and the chambers were warmed up slowly, leaks did 
not develop. The threads on the connecting tube were rhodium plated to 
stop the parts seizing when hot. Originally all the outer 8urfaces were 
gold plated to reduce radiation losses. 
Early tests were made with a single channel orifice 0.025 cm. 
diameter and 1 cm. long, formed by scoring a groove on each of the two 
halves of the split plug shown in fig. 3.4. 	Later the source area was 
increased by replacing the single channel by two layers of corrugated 
'Zacharias' nickel foil, sandwiched between the two halves of the plug. 
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Pig. 3.4. Primary beam oven (explod.ed view ) 
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The flow from an orifice can be classified into three types of 
behaviour, dependent on the source pressure: 
At low source pressures the mean free path e4 	of the atoms in 
the source is greater than the diameter of the orifice 'dr, and 
the flow is purely effusive. The forward beam intensity is 
proportional to the source pressure. 
Increase of pressure so that fl< d leads initially to only a 
slight rise in beam intensity and the flow is no longer completely 
effusive. 
Much higher pressures (10 - 20 torr) produce conditions sinilar 
to those in supersonic nozzle sources. 
The beam intensity is increased several fold, the velocity spread 
is narrower, and the peak velocity is shifted upwards. 
The source was always operated just in region (ii). Under these 
conditions, reasonably intense beams were obtained and their intensity was 
less sensitive to oven temperature fluctuations than when the flow was 
effusive. Higher pressures could not be used because the lack of 
differential pumping resulted in large increases in the background 
concentration of alkali metal atoms in the scattering chamber. Region (iii) 
conditions - high atom concentrations in the beam and low temperatures 
downstream of the skimmer - also lead to dixner formation. Concentrations 
of several per cent have been detected in sodium beams produced in this 
way (PRI 68). 	The normal running conditions for sodium beams were a 
lower chamber temperature of 4000C and a superheater temperature of 
450 - 5000C. 	Tests with the velocity selector indicated that the peak 
velocity was shifted upwards from the value expected for effusive flow, 
as can be seen from fig.AIE in Appendix I. Fig.A9 shows a velocity 
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distribution obtained from the early single channel orifice and a low 
source pressure. The flow was clearly effusive in the latter caBe. 
The cross beam source 	was a single chamber oven (fig. 3.5). 
Several layers of Zacharias foil were inserted in the orifice, and a thin 
stainless steel cover plate limited the aperture to 0.07 x 0.15 cm. 
An electron microscope specimen grId (an 0.01 cm. thick copper 
disc having a square array of 0.01 cm. dia. holes) was also tried as a 
source. 	Beams comparable in intensity to those from Zacharias 	channels 
were produced, but the alkali metal background was slightly higher, 
presumably because of the sourcets lower directionality. 
Spattering of the oven charge on to the slits occurred frequently 
until baffles were fitted. The oven still had an alarming tendency to 
eject most of its contents in liquid form when first heated up unless 
this was done very slowly ("i 10 1mm.) 
The normal operating temperature for potassium was 3100 (a source 
pressure of .4 torr). 
Oven power supplies: 	The ovens were supplied from three 
40 V. 20 A. DC power units. The AC current to each power supply was 
regulated by an AEI RT3R4K 2 proportional temperature controller. 
A platinum resistance thermometer formed one side of an AC bridge circuit, 
and the out of balance bridge current controlled a thyristor power regulator. 
The regulated AC supply was then rectified and smoothed. 
The resistance thermometers were not calibrated since the line 
resistance varied with constant re-connecting. 	Instead the oven 
temperatures were measured by thermocouples, and the power regulators 
adjusted until the ovens controlled at the desired temperature. 
nti spritz baffle 







Fig. 3.5. Secondary beam source ( explo&ed. view ). 
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The proportional bandwidth of the controller was adjustable, and was 
usually set at 
50• 	More sensitive settings caused thermal cycling. 
While the arrangement gave a short texn stability of better than 
E 0.20C, drifts of several degrees during a run (10 - 50 hrs) were connon. 
The controlling of the thyristors also generated spikes on the DC output 
to the ovens,which were difficult to suppress. 
Velocity selection: 	The velocity selector was rather unusual. 
Conventional mechanical velocity selectors consist of a number of thin 
discs, slotted on the periphery, mounted on a shaft. 	The beam passes 
through the rotating slits in a direction parallel to the shaft, and 
those particles not having a velocity close to the'design velocity' of 
the selector collide with the discs and are not transmitted. The 
conventional dosign is bulky and difficult to align, also the driving 
motor usually has to be mounted on one end of the selector shaft which 
increases the effective path length and so reduced the transmitted 
intensity. 	The same resolution and fractional transmission could be 
achieved by scaling down all the dimensions, but the selector becomes 
very difficult to align and one has to reduce the beam width proportionally. 
A more compact design was developed for these experiments, the beam passes 
across a slotted disc in a direction perpendicular to the rotation axis. 
The driving motor was mounted beneath the disc, and the path length was 
thus determined solely by the disc diameter. 	Mounting the selector 
directly on the motor shaft needed fewer bearings, which are always a 
problem in vacuum systems. 	The selector and drive motor are shown in 
fig. 3.6. A full description of the design, and calculations of the 
transmission characteristics are given in Appendix I. 
The disc was made from aluminium alloy and was 6 cm. in diameter. 
There were 90 slits each 0.0559 cm. wide in each ring. As explained 
,IuI; 
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Fig. 3.6. flLii Disc Velocity Selector. 
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in the Appendix, the resolution and transmission depend on the incident 
beam width. 	Most runs were done with a beam 0.015 cm. wide, for which 
the resolution (defined as R = Av/v0 , where 1 v was the velocity spread 
at half the maximum transmission, and v0 the design velocity) was 15%, 
and the max:lmum transmission 21.5. 
The selector was driven by a three phase hysterisis motor having 
a synchronous speed of 12,000 r.p.m. at a supply frequency of 400 Hz. 
The motor was designed for use at high altitudes but possibly not at 
pressures of 10 tori'. 	The insulation of the windings broke down 
often through overheating, until the motor frame was water cooled. 
Problems were also experienced with lubrication (or rather, lack of it). 
Apiezon C diffusion pump oil was used as a lubricant but the bottom 
bearing of the motor ran dry after a few hours - sometimes with disastrous 
consequences. 	No breakdowns occurred after a cup was fitted on the 
motor base to totally iirmerse the bearing in oil. 
Power supplies: 	The power unit was designed to run velocity 
selectors on both beams, although lack of intensity has prevented this 
so far. 	In order that beam pulses -from each selector would intersect 
at the scattering centre it was necessary for the relative angular phase 
between the discs to be held constant to within 	0.20 . 	The relative 
phase must, of course, be variable and measurable. 
Fig. 3.7 shows details of the electronics. The supply frequency 
(25 to 1000 Hz) was generated by a transistorized oscillator. The 
signal then entered the phase splitting unit where it was divided into 
two signals having an adjustable relative phase. 	These two signals 
ultimately drove each motor, and the following electronics were identical 
for each branch. 	Each signal was phase split twice more to produce 
three outputs differing in phase by 1200. 	The signals (800 mV) were 
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Fig. 3.7. Velocity selector electronics. 
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fed to three power amplifiers, and the outputs (0 - 200 v) supplied the 
motor. 	The amplifiers were designed to run a star connected motor, 
but when the output impedances were reduced, the motor could be run 
delta connected. In the latter case, however, the rotor lag angle 
tended to oscillate at about 1 Hz. 
The motor speed was variable from 750 to 30,000 r.p.m. allowing 
the beam velocity to be varied from 3 x 103 to 1.35 x 10 cm.sec. 
Unfortunately the system had no feedback, making it necessary after 
changing speed to match the amplifier impedences to that of the motor, 
and adjust the phase angles and voltages. 
The set of 90 radial slits on the selector base were used to 
monitor the speed by modulating a light beam shining on a silicon 
photodjocie. 	The photocell output was fed to a Schmidt trigger 
circuit which produced sharp 6v pulses. In the present experiment 
these were supplied to a counter to monitor the selector speed, but 
the system would also be adaptable for time of flight measurements by 
using the pulses to gate the detector. 
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Detection system: 
Vacuum chziniber and pumps: 	The detector chamber was an Independent 
ultra high vacuum system that could be isolated from the scattering chamber 
by a gate valve and kept under permanent vacuum. The chamber, shown in 
fig. 3.8, was cut from a single piece of stainless steel, thereby eliminating 
possible trouble from leaks at welds and porous heat affected zones. 
• All mating surfaces were milled flat and polished to take gold wire vacuum 
seals, excepting the flange for the Ion pump which had circular knife 
edge and was sealed by a copper gasket. 	Scattered particles entered via 
an 0.125" diameter hole in the sidoplate to which the chamber was bolted. 
The aperture was further limited by adjustable slits to 0.03" wide by 
0.125" high. 	A gate valve on the scattering chamber side of the side- 
plate sealed off the aperture when scattering measurements were not being 
taken. 	A screwed rod, rotatable from outside, carried two wedge-shaped 
blocks, on one of which was inset a rubber 10 ring. When the blocks 
were over the aperture, pressure from a buffer forced the wedge holding 
the tOt ring against the sideplate surface, making a vacuum seal. 
The chamber had two pumps; an adsorption pump, connected via a 
bakeable U}IV valve, for initial roughing, and an 80 L/S ion pump. 
An ion pump was used in preference to a baffled diffusion pump 
in order to keep the chamber free from hydrocarbons (or mercury). 
Hydrocarbons poison electron multipliers, and can give rise to undesirable 
backgrounds when electron bombardment detectors are used (it was intended 
to fit an electron bombardment detector at a later stage). 
The ion pump was located so that particles entering the chamber 
normally, passed through the ionizing region of the pump. 	The pressure 
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trip turned off the ion pump, ionizer filament, and the electron multiplier 
HT, if the pressure went higher than about lO tori-. After pumping for 
a day or so, pressures of less than lO tori- were obtained - not noticeably 
increased upon opening the gate valve. Slightly higher pressures resulted 
after replacement of the original electron multiplier - more of that later. 
In practice the adsorption pump was inefficient and the chamber was 
roughed out through the slits leading to the scattering chamber. 
The detection system was designed to be bakeable to 400 0C using a 
combination of ovens and heating tapes. 	In fact, temperatures were kept 
below 2500C, baking at higher temperatures made the gold wire seals leak 
badly when the metal cooled. 	Poslbly bolts of a different grade steel 
with spring washers would have prevented this. 
Surface ionizer and extraction lens: 	The basis of the detector 
was an Atlas AMP 3 quadrupole mass spectrometer. 	The original electron 
bombardent ionizer was replaced by the surface ionization detector shown 
in fig. 3.9. 	Particles entered through the hole in the outer electrode 
J)?, and struck the hot ribbon where they were ionized. 	Ions were then 
extracted at right angles to the incident beam direction Into the quadrupole 
field of the mass filter. 
Design of an efficient extraction lens was made difficult by restrictions 
imposed by the extraction lens of the original ionizer and the limited number 
of electrical leadthroughs on the mass spectrometer. 	The first design had 
the extractor 'D', a central filament, and a repeflor plate to force lone 
into the quadrupole field. It became evident from the low trannissjon 
that an improved extraction system was needed. 
In a theoretical examination of a given lens arrangement, it Is 
necessary to determine the electric potential (n, y, z) so that ion 
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Fig. 3.9. Sectional view of surface ionizer. 
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trajectories can be calculated. 	is a solution of Poissan's equation, 
= 	with suitable boundary conditions 
( P is the charge 
density, and 	the permittivity of free space). The equation can be 
simplified to that of Laplace, 	 0 , because under the conditions 
in the detector, space charge effects are negligible. 	Solutions are 
obtainable nmierically by employing finite difference formulea and 
relaxation techniques. 	Alternatively, analogue methods such as resistor 
grids or an electrolytic tank may be used 
In the latter method, conducting scale models of the electrodes are innersed 
in a high resistance electrolyte, and suitable voltages applied (only the 
voltage ratios, not their absolute values, are important). The potentials 
at points in the electrolyte are also given by the required solution of 
the Laplace equation, and are measured by inserting probes. 
A much faster analogue technique is available for two dimensional 
lens systems, this is the rubber sheet method (Zwo 39 9 WHI 61). A 
horizontal, uniformly stretched rubber sheet Is deformed upiards or 
downwards by formers representing the lens elements. The vertical 
displacements are made proportional to the lens voltages. The sheet takes 
a shape such that its surface energy (and hence area) is a minimum. 
Provided that gradients are small, application of the calculus of variations 
leads to the result that the vertical displacement of the sheet is given 
by the required solution of the field equation. 	Furthermore, a ball 
rolling on the surface follows the same path as that of a charged particle 
in the field. 	Quantitative results are,of course, only given for two 
dimensional systems, but useful semi-quantitative results are obtainable 
for lenses having cylindrical symmetry. 
Lens designs were investigated by the method, using a stretched 
neoprene sheet, and the design shown proved to be the most effective within 
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the limitations imposed by the shape and size of the original extraction 
electrode tD?. An einzel lens at the entrance to the quadrupole field 
and a repeller behind the filament would possibly have been better, but 
would have been difficult to fit on to the Atlas ionizer head. 
The electrodes were turned from stainless steel, and were mounted 
on four alumina rods which passed through holes in the flange on each 
electrode. 	Alumina washers and crimped tungsten springs on the rods 
held the elements in place. 
The filament, approximately 0.5 cm. long, was spot welded on to the 
stainless steel support rods that were in turn fixed to the original 
electron bombardment filament support. 	Background, from alkali metal 
impurities in the filament and vapour in the chamber, can be minimised 
by making the filament area not exposed to beam particles as small as 
possible. 	In the present arrangement careful focussing enabled ion 
extraction to be limited to that fraction of the filament exposed to the 
beam, also the filament was so short that only the tip exposed to the 
beam was hot. 
Early tests were made with a ribbon filament 0.02" x 0.01" of 
platinum 8 tungsten alloy. 	Sodium was efficiently ionized only when 
the surface was oxygenated. The response was erratic and the filament 
was noisy. 	Background ions were driven off in bursts of up to 10 
particles every few seconds. 	AU the scattering runs were done with a 
rhenium filament (work function 5.2 ev), 0.03" wide and 0.0015" thick. 
The ionizing efficiency was more constant, and ion bursts absent. 
The filament ionizing efficiency was not directly measurable, but 
the transmission of the lens and mass filter could be measured by tuning 
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the lens so that ions from an intense beam falling on the filament were 
alternately collected on electrodes A, B, and C,or at a faraday cup 
beyond the mass filter. 	The ratio of the currents, measured by an 
electrometer, gave the combined transmission of the lens and quadrupole - 
this was 11% when the mass filter was set to a low resolution. 
Lens voltages were supplied from batteries and a bank of helipots. 
Typical values were 25.5, 22 1, 27, and -71 volts with re8pect to earth for 
the filament and elements A, B, and D respectively (elements A and C 
were connected together). Voltage stability was not good, and a etabilised 
power supply would have been better. 	The filament was heated by a 
stabilised constant current unit, interlocked to the ion pump pressure trip 
to prevent burn out if the vacuum failed. 	While detecting, the rhenium 
filament was run at 3.5 amps. 	This gave the best signal to background 
ratio for sodium, higher temperatures increased the ionizing efficiency 
but also gave higher backgrounds, both from impurities in the filament 
and from alkali metal atoms evaporated from the surrounding lenses. 
Before a run the filament was flashed overnight at 4 amps to decontaminate 
the surface. 	Filament temperatures could not be measured because the 
filament was only visible through the slits leading to the scattering 
chamber, and the area was too small to take accurate pyrometer measurements. 
Electron multiplier: 	The original head of the Atla8 mass 
spectrometer contained an eleven stage Allen multiplier with Cu-Be dynodes, 
and also a Faraday cage. 	Large (>lo_12  amp) ion currents could be 
measured on an electrometer using the latter. 	The multiplier gain fell 
occasionally, and it was revived by heating for an hour at 30 	a 
stream of pure oxygen at one atmosphere pressure (HAs 64). The counting 
efficiency for potassium was 25 - 30% at 3.5 kv. After a vacuum accident 
the multiplier ceased to operate and could not be restored. 
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Two channel electron multipliers (CF2Is) manufactured by Mullard Ltd. 
were tested. CEXs are small curved glass tubes internally coated with 
a layer of a vanadium - phosphate glass or metallic lead. A high potential 
(c3.5 kV) is connected across the ends, and the coating becomes a 
continuous dynode, electrons travel in zigzag paths along the tube and 
final gains can be as high as 10 	Background count rates are cla:lined 
to be 0.1 cps. The maximum counting rate was found to be Limited by the 
resistance of the channel however. The current output of any multiplier 
is restricted to about 10% of the current flowing in the dynode resistor 
chain, higher outputs distort the interdynode voltages and the device 
saturates. The chain current in ordinary multipliers is usually several 
milliamps and so there is no real restriction, but in CFs the channel 
resistance is 5 x lC ohms (for the low resistance types) which limits 
the output to about 7 x 10 amp at 3.5 kV. At high incident ion fluxes, 
each particle produces a discrete output pulse, but the gain is reduced 
and the time averaged current does not exceed the value above. The max.lmum 
count rate observable then, depends on the charge threshold of the counting 
electronics. In our case this was 5 x 10_13  coulonibs, predicting a maximum 
counting rate of 1.4 x 10 cps - that measured was actually 2 x 10 cps. 
Maximum counting rates of 5 x 106  cps have been achieved with this type 
of c (B410BL) by using a lower threshold charge sensitive amplifier 
(Elron CAV-101) and integrator followed by a pulse height analyser (ADA 67). 
Lowering the pulse detection threshold also increases the detected multiplier 
background however (the figure of 0.1 cps was for a threshold of 3.2 x 10
-12  
coulombs at 2.5 kV), and it would seem that the advantages of small size, 
stability to air, high gain, and low noise levels of C21s can only be 
utilised for low count rate applications. 
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AU the results were obtained with an EL!'[t 9643/2 17 stage Cu-Be 
venetian blind electron multiplier. These come in glass envelopes and 
the interdynode resistors are connected externally. The envelope was 
cut and cemented with Araldite epoxy resin into a thick walled glass tube, 
which was then mounted in a metal flange attached to the mass filter exit. 
The glass to metal vacutmi seal was a Viton tOi ring. This arrangement 
limited the baking temperature to less than 1800C. 
The multiplier was markedly affected by exposure to air, and the 
gain was periodically restored by a DC discharge treatment similar to that 
described by Salser (SAL 66). The detector chamber was filled with oxygen 
to a pressure of about one torr. Each dynode, working from the first 
upwards, was in turn made the cathode, and a 20 mA DC discharge was passed 
between It and the adjacent dynode for one minute. 100 to 300 v.was 
needed and the discharge was started by a Tesla coil. 
High voltages for the multiplier were obtained from a 5 mA. 0-5 kV 
supply. Operating voltages varied from 4 to 5 kV depending on the state 
of the dynodes. At 5 kV the multiplier background was about 60 cps. 
Cooling to -400C decreased this. 	When the Ionizer filament was turned 
on the background increased even when the mass filter was switched off, 
suggesting that the first dynode was sensitive to light emitted by the 
filament. The ion pump discharge also contributed about 10 cps to the 
background. 
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Detector electronjäs: 	Pulses from the multiplier were fir8t 
amplified by a Hewlett Packard 462A wideband fast pulse amplifier, having 
an input i.mpedanco of 50 ohms and an adjustable gain of 20 or 40 db. 
The output pulse length was 15 nanoseconds, limited in amplitude to 1 volt 
by the amplifier characteristics. 
After amplification the signal was pulse height discriminated to 
reduce noise. 	Some experiments used one channel of a HP 5262A time 
Interval unit as a discriminator (as shown in the block diagram in 
fig. 3.). 	Later runs were done with a home-made discriminator having 
the circuit shown in fig. 3.10, this supplied 8 volt output pulses either 
20 or 220 nanoseconds long. 	The long pulse facility was incorporated 
for supplying pulses to a second counter when a modulated beam system 
was used. 
The pulses were counted on a Hewlett Packard 4245L 50 MHz counter. 
Counting periods could be switched from a microsecond to 10 seconds, a 
one second period was normally used. 	To avoid damage to the final stages 
of the multiplier, count rates higher than 5 x 106  were never mea8ured, 
instead the rate was reduced by detuni.ng the extractor lens or decreasing 
the mass filter transmission. 
The overall response of the detection electronics was checked with 
a nanosecond pulse generator. 	With the new discriminator and an amplifier 
gain of 40 db the pulse pair resolution was 60 and 350 nanoseconds for the 
fast and slow discriminator settings. 	Care had to be taken to avoid 
multiple counting caused by reflections in the cable between the amplifier 
and counter, a 50 ohm terminator ,  at the counter end suppressed the ringing 
after pulses. 



















Fig. 3.10. Pu1e height aiscrirninator 
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The detector threshold depended on the ciiscriininator setting. 
The minimum useful level to the counter was 100 mV, corresponding to 
a multiplier output of 1 my across the 50 ohm input of the amplifier 
on 40 db gain. Assuming that the multiplier pulses were 15 nanoseconds 
long, this corresponded to a threshold of 2 x 10 6 electrons or 
3.2 x 10 	coulomba. 	It follows that the minimum multiplier gain for 
single particle counting was 2 x 10 6 . 
	
Data handling: 	The output of raw numerical data from a scattering 
experiment can be Immense, and the full potential of digital output cannot 
be realised unless a system capable of handling this output is used. The 
ideal would be an on line computer to process the data as it appeared, 
and then automatically optlmise the experimental conditions such as 
counting periods and so on. 
The actual data handling system was a small step towards this ideal, 
numbers from the detector counter were punched automatically on to paper 
tape for subsequent computer analysis. Also punched with each count 
were the angular position of the turntable, and two code numbers indicating 
the position of the beam flags while the counter gate was open. 	The 
turntable position was indicated by four digits dialled up manually on an 
interfacing unit. Numbers greater than 1234 were reserved for codes that 
instructed the analysis programme how to deal with the data. Provision 
was also made for connecting the output of a second counter when a 
modulated system was installed. 
The punch unit scanned and punched the data as a 16 letter word on 
receiving a command signal from the counter after its gate had closed. 
The cessation of a 'punch busy' signal from the punch then tripped the 
cross beam flag changeover relay to ready the system for the next count. 
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The count repetition rate was controlled from the counter and was usually 
set to reopen the gate 0.1 seconds after the beam flag had changed position. 
T-picaUy the cycle time was 1.5 seconds - one second for counting and 
0.5 seconds for punching and changing the beani flag position. 
The system proved to be very reliable. 	During runs lasting 
40 hours or so, one and a half million characters were punched with less 
than ten errors. These did not matter because the tape was read character 
by character by the computer, and meaningless symbols were rejected. 
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33 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
Alignment is possibly the most important part of the experimental 
procedure. 	Unless this is painstakingly carried out, and frequently 
rechecked, any results obtained will be misleading. 	This is especially 
true at small scattering angles where errors give rise to appreciable 
divergencies between the real angle and that actually measured. 
The source and detector configuration and the dimensions of the 
defining slits are given in fig. 3.2.1. The horizontal alignment was 
done relative to the position of the scattering centre S , which was 
on the axis of rotation of the turntable. For the purposes of alignment 
S was located by a pin screwed into the end of the turntable shaft. 
Its tip was rotated against a dial gauge to ensure that it lay on the 
rotation axis. Vertical alignment was relative to the centre of the 
0.125" diameter hole leading into the detector chamber, mainly because 
this was the most imnovable part of the assembly. 
Once the position of the scattering centre was defined the problem 
of alignment resolved into the following steps: 
(1) Adjusting the sources to lie in a plane through S normal to 
the rotation axis, 
Aligning the detector chamber entrance slit D on to the 
line joining S and the filament centre, 
Alignment of the velocity selector axis to cross MB, 
Setting the sources at right angles, 
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The system was not adjustable whilst evacuated, all alignment was done 
optically with the apparatus let up to air. The turntable carriage was  
removable to facilitate steps (iii) to (v). 
A travelling telescope was used to check the vertical alignment (1), 
its pillar was made vertical and the telescope set to define a horizontal 
plane. The bars on which the turntable carriage rested were set horizontal 
when installed, and it remained to ensure that the turntable aids was 
vertical by sighting the telescope at a point on the source mount, and 
then rotating the turntable to see if the height remained the same. The 
oven apertures were then adjusted to be at the same height as the scattering 
centre. 
Aligning the detector (ii) was, fortunately, only necessary after 
the filament was changed. Since the latter involved the complete removal 
of the mass filter, the alignment was actually done by adjusting the mass 
filter position prior to bolting it down on to the detector chamber. The 
telescope was set looking through the viewing port (with the perspex removed) 
in the detector direction; the ion pwnp had to be removed to enable the 
detector filament to be seen. The telescope was inched sideways until 
the scattering centre pin and the slits D were in line, and the filament 
was then also brought into line by movement of the mass filter. There 
was always the danger of the filament moving when it was heated - this was 
checked after ptmiping down by opening the gate valve and noting its limits 
of visibility against marks on the viewing window. 
The velocity selector alignment (iii) proved to be most critical. 
As explained in Appendix I, the velocity transmission profile was shifted 
when the beam did not pass diametrically across the di8c. Its rotation 
axis was defined by a second pin that screwed into the motor shaft after 
removal of the selector. Since the motor position was not adjustable, 
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the primary oven was shifted until its aperture and both pins were 
collinear. The motor had to be removed to reinstate the selector, but 
locating studs ensured that it returned to the same position. With the 
disc in place, the alignment was checked again by looking through it. 
Normally there was no line of sight through the 8elector, but two of 
the teeth of the inner disc were removed for the purpose. Whether 
the alignment was successful or not could only be verified after pump 
down - the procedure is described later. Some means of changing its 
position whilst under vacuum would have been of benefit. 
Next the collimating slits on the primary beam were aligned, by 
sighting from the scattering centre through the selector to the ifluiniri-
ated source aperture. Before aligning the cross beam collimating slits, 
the beams were made perpendicular by rotating the turntable through 
exactly 900 (using the Minitac), and moving the cross beam oven sideways 
until it too came into line. The collimating slits were then closed 
up to the required width using feeler gauges. 
Preliminary procedures: When the alignment was completed, the 
ovens were loaded under nitrogen in a glove box and then placed on their 
mounts. After completing the wiring 1 the carriage was lowered into the 
scattering chamber and the lid fastened. Once a rough vacuum was obtained 
( £ 100 torr), the cooling water to the turntable and cold shielding was 
turned on and the ovens were gently heated to rise slowly to 150 0C. 
This melted the charges and drove off any volatile substances without 
spattering the metal on to the slits. Meanwhile the detector filament 
was left running at 4 amps to drive off surface impurities from it and 
the surrounding lens elements. 
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Next morning the cold trap was filled with liquid nitrogen and the 
primary beam oven was brought slowly up to working temperature, and the 
detector filament current was reduced to 3.5 amps - the noxmal running 
value. When the oven chambers were up to temperature the gate valve 
was opened and the ionizer lens tuned to maximum signal. The Ina88 filter 
resolution was set to a low value (M/ A M 	8) to give maximum ion 
transmission, under these conditions the mass peaks were trapezoidal. 
Higher resolutions - producing triangular mass peaks of intensity inversely 
proportional to the resolution - were not needed since surface ionization 
produced only alkali metal ions. 
Sodium background signals were of the order of 1000 cps when starting 
a run. Of this, 60 cpa were multiplier background and 10 cpa noise from 
the ion pump discharge. Much of the background was undoubtedly cau8ed 
by residual alkali metal vapour in the detector chamber, closing the gate 
valve did not decrease the background. 
The velocity filter alignment was next checked. Measurements of the 
transmitted intensity were made for several rotor speeds, and these were 
repeated after the direction of rotation was reversed. When aligned, the 
transmitted velocity profile was identical for both directions. 
At its peak velocity the sodium beam intensity was between 1.5 and 
3 x 10 6 cpa. Assuming effusive flow conditions an unattenuated sodium 
beam from a source at 0.5 torr should have had an intensity of 3.8 x 109 
atoms/sec. at the detector. Taking into account the following attenuation 
factors: velocity, filter 0.03, ionizing efficiency 1, lens and mass 
filter transmission 0.11, and the counting efficiency 0.3, the predicted 
count rate was 3.6 x 106  cpa, in reasonable agreement with that observed. 
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Before the cross beam oven was brought to operating temperature, 
a dummy run was carried out. This was to check that the cross beam 
flag, which was mounted in front of the collimating slits, did not inter-
fere with the main beam. Once checked the cross beam oven was slowly 
warmed up. At 3100C (potassium pressure of 0.4 torr) the measured beam 
intensity was typically about 4.2 x 10 amps (measured at the Faraday 
cage with an electrometer). Taking the lens trannission and detector 
area into consideration indicated a flux at the detector of 3 x lO atom 
c 2 ni . sec, or 3 x iol7 atom. cm 	sec 	at the scattering centre 
(equivalent to a partial pressure of 1.5 x 10 torr). 
Adjustments were made to the cross beam oven temperature until 
the primary beam attenuation was 5 - 10%. The ovens were then left 
for an hour to stabilise. 
Data collection: 
Before describing the data collection procedure we must discuss 
the measurements than can be taken, and their meaning. 
The ideal state of affairs of the signal at the detector corresponding 
to the scattered flux alone is never realizable. At any given angle the 
signal can be made up of a number of contributions from the following: 
 Background atoms in the two chambers and filament impurities, 
 The primary beam (only at very amall angle 8), 
Detectable impurities in the secondary beam, 
Pr1rLary beam material scattered by background gas in the chamber, 
Detectable impurities in the cross beam scattered by background ga8, 
Perturbations in A caused by opening the main beam flag, 
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G. Perturbations in 	A 	caused by opening the cross beam flag, 
S±. Main beam atoms scattered by the cross beam, 
S-. Attenuation of the main beam by collisions with cross beam atoms. 
Four intensity measurements can be made corresponding to the possible 
beam on/off states. The contributions to each are given in the table below: 
Primary Secondary Flag 
beat beam code Signal contributions 
off off 00 A 
off on 01 A + C + E + G 
on off 10 A + B + D + F 
on on 11 
The scattered flux (s+ 	+ 5) 	is given by (i 	- 	I) - (Ioi - 100).11 
The order in which the intensities are measured is important in an 
experiment such as the present one where the quantities are sampled at 
intervals of a second or so. D and B are the major contributions 
in small angle measurements, and are to some extent time dependent due 
to beam and background pressure fluctuations. Low frequency components 
of these variations are removed by alternately sampling I 	and 1101-1 
C, E, and G are small and need only infrequent measurement. 	The 
contribution S becomes appreciable only at angles within the wings 
of the primary beam (within 0.250 of the beam centre in our case). 
The extraction of the true scattered signal S from (S+ + s_) 18 
treated in the next chapter and it is sufficient to say here that in 
order to do so rnea8urements of I 	and 110 are needed across the 
primary beam itself. These are needed in any case to deternine the 
true scattering angles. 
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During scattering runs the detector counter was set for a gate 
open period of one second with an 0.5 second interval between counts to 
allow time for the punch to operate and the cross beam flag to change 
position. 	Angular sweeps were started by rotating the turntable to 
about 0.50 on the 'far' side of the primary beam (i.e. 60 that after 
crossing the beam, scattering measurements were made in the internal 
quadrant). The shaft position counter was zeroed at this angle, and 
the angle counter reading diafled up on the punch interface unit. This 
was punched on tape with the unit switched to 'manual', - in the 'auto' 
position the four digits were entered as zeroes and the detector counter 
readings entered in the fmanualf mode were ignored. 	After a few seconds, 
the unit was switched into the 'auto' mode and counts were taken for 
45 seconds with the primary beam flag open (the cross beam flag changed 
position automatically between each count), the primary beam was then 
shut off and counts taken for a further 15 second8. 	During this time 
the next angle was dialled on the interface unit, and at the end of the 
minute the unit was switched to 'manual' to record the angle - at the 
same time the turntable was rotated 0.050  by the stepping motor. After 
waiting for creep to stop (some 20 seconds) the unit was again switched 
to auto and counts taken for a further minute. 	The process was repeated 
out to scattering angles of about 2 0 . 	A single angular sweep took up 
to l hours; at the end, a separating code was punched on the tape and 
a new sweep was started. 	The punch was left running throughout the 
experiment to act as a clock for subsequent time nornalisation of the 
intensities. 
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Preliminarr data reduction: 
After each detector count the punch produced an output word having 
the format 'n A B C D n E F G H I J K n L M' on the tape. The characters 
A B C D corresponded to the angular position of the turntable when the 
interface unit was in the 'manual' mode, and the characters E F G H I J K 
were the seven least significant figures of the detector counter reading. 
L and H were code numbers to indicate the beam flag positions whilst the 
count was being taken, L also indicated the mode of the interface unit. 
The computer was programmed to read tape character by character 
as binary numbers, necessary to overcome problems caused by operator 
mistakes and tape punch malfunctions. If an 'illegal' character or a 
word of the wrong format was encountered, reading of the tape continued 
until a word having the correct format was found. 
AU the data collected at one angle was read in and analysed before 
the tape was read further, obviating the need for a large storage capacity 
in the computer. 
Each intensity count was first corrected for the finite pulse pair 
resolution time of the counting electronics using the relationship 
N' = N/(l - 'rN) 
whore N was the original count, fr the 'dead time', and N1 the corrected 
count. 	The correction amounted to 6 	 6 for an apparent count rate of 10 cpa 
and a dead time of 60 nano-seconds. Each count was then sorted into an 
array depending on the corresponding beam flag positions. When all the 
numbers were sorted, differences were computed as shown in the example below: 
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I 	 110 101 100  I(101 - 	 100) 
N1 N1 	- 	N2 
N2 N3 - 	N2 
N3 N3 	-N4 
N4 N5 - 	N4 
N5 
N6 N7 	- 	N6 
N7 N7 	- 	N8 
N8 N9 	- 	 N8 	j 
The mean and standard deviation of each column was computed, 
individual entries differing by more than two standard deviations from 
the mean were rejected, and new means and standard deviations were computed. 
The process was repeated for each angle. 
At the end of an angular sweep (signalled on the tape by 
A B C D = 1 2 3 4), the computer printed out summaries of the means and 
standard deviations for each angle, together with graphs. The infornation 
was also stored on magnetic tape to facilitate further analysis. 
The results from a run lasting 40 hours (100,000 counter readings) 
took 2 hours to analyse on the Edinburgh KDF9 computer. The system 
clearly had advantages over pencil and paper, except that to some extent 
the operator was working blind. The delay between collecting data and 
getting it analysed was usually several days, so that no inirnediate feed-
back to the operator was possible which would have enabled experimental 
conditions to be optimised and any angular regions of special interest 
to be re-examined during the same run. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Angular scattered intensity measurements were obtained as described 
in the previous chapter at six different primary beam (Na) velocities ranging 
from 5.7 x 10' to 1.21 x 10 cm. sec 	This corresponded to a range of 
mean relative velocities from 9.36 x lO to 1.42 x 10 5 cm. sec 	, since 
the most probable speed of the secondary beam was 7.4 x 10 cm. sec 
(k = 21.3 to 32.4 _1) 	The interpretation of scattering results is 
easier when data is available for a large relative enerr range, but it was 
not possible to take measurements at higher primary beam speeds in the 
present case without damaging the velocity selector motor. The low primary 
beam intensity at the higher speeds was also an adverse factor. It was not 
considered profitable to extend the measurements to lower relative velocities 
because of the effects of energy averaging discussed earlier. A few 
measurements were in fact made at low speeds, but these revealed no clear 
angular structure. 
A set of angular intensity measurements made with a primary beam 
velocity of 1.21 x 10 5  cm.sec are shown for illustration in fig.l. The 
crude scattered signals (solid line) are the differences between the detector 
counts with the cross beam flag open and closed - the corresponding differences 
obtained when the primary beam was shut off did not differ significantly from 
zero. The background signal with the cross beam flag closed is also shown 
for comparison. In this particular angular sweep, the primary beam had a 
maxunimi intensity of 6 x 10' C.P.S. (counts per second), and an apparent 
p 
 i width at haL ntensity of 0.17 0 . The detector itseL subtended an angle 
of 0.150 at the scattering centre, and so the true beam width was rather less 
than the measured value. 
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At angles within 0.150 of the beam centre, the crude scattered 
signals were negative. 	This arose because at these small angles the 
attenuation of the edges of the primary beam was also being detected. 
At larger angles the scattered signal rises to an apparent zna.ximum of 
3,600 c.p.a., and then rapidly falls with increasing angle. At 1.2
0 
 
from the beam centre the scattered signal was only 260 c.p.a., and beyond 
this angle the differences were too small to permit accurate measurement. 
Some angular sweeps were made out to angles of 500  from the primary beam, 
but no further significant scattered signals were ever observed. 
The large sodium background signals were a serious problem in all 
the measurements. In the example shoi.m, the background with the cross 
beam closed at 1.2 0  was 8000 c.p.a. - approximately 30 times greater than 
the scattered signal being measured. The background at t1argeVi angles 
for the other sweeps varied from 1000 to 20,000 c.p.a., and was not measurably 
reduced when the valve to the scattering chamber was closed. It arose 
mainly from contamination of the detector chamber and ionising filament 
whilst making scans across the intense primary beam. 	Baking arid running 
the filament at a high temperature for several days reduced the background 
signal to about 1000 c.p.a., but it then increased again during a scattering 
run. 
The crude scattering data had some angular structure, but was seriously 
distorted by the effects of primary beam attenuation. It was therefore 
decided to attempt to remove the effects of attenuation and different primary 
beam widths before attempting any detailed interpretation of the angular 
structure. 
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ular unfolding: 
In a thorough unfolding of scattering data, the effects of the finite 
angular width of the primary beam and that of the detector must be taken into 
account. Only the latter can be directly determined. The apparent beam 
profile 1d (0) 	can be obtained from intensity measurements made with the 
cross beam flag closed. If the detector has an angular width at the scattering 
centre of 2 	 , the actual angular distribution of the pr:thiary beam 
(0)' is given by the expression 
I 1 (e)= $e+).01 . . 
The function f (o) can be obtained by solution of the integral equation 
if 'ci  (0) is known for a range of angles across the beam. 
The scattering at some angle 0 from the beam centre is given by, 
Af 
where A is a constant, and S is proportional to the energy averaged 
differential cross section given by equation 39. in the second chapter. 




where 4 is the ratio of the beam intensities at 0 = 0 with the cross 
beam on and off respectively, and B is another constant. 
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To obtain the apparent scattered signal we must also integrate over the 
width of the detector, leading finally to, 
B.fp (E) 4- a)(1 — 
5(e) 
Attempts are being made to solve (1) and (2) exactly to obtain 
f (o) and S (0), by using trial functions to represent the unknown 
functions. In the programme, the parameters of the trial functions 
are opt:imised using a hill walking algorithm. The choice of suitable 
trial functions is difficult however, and the optimising procedure is 
time consring. 
In the analysis reported here, a simpler iterative process was 
used to unfold the data. The effects of attenuation were removed, and 
the finite width of the beam was partially unfolded. The procedure did 
not make corrections for the finite width of the detector filament however. 
The calculation was done in the following sequence of steps:- 
i) 	For a given angular sweep, the centre of the primary beam was 
found from the 	(Q) intensity measurements. T Cj (0) was measured at 
intervals of 0.050 , and the position of the beam centre was taken to be 
at the angle where i(o) was greatest. This introduced a slight error, 
but greater refinement was probably not justified in view of the uncertainty 
in the measurement of individual scattering angles. 
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An initial estimate of the primary beam attenuation was made 
giving, 
1~ 1  = Jor(OVIct (0) 
Using the value of 4 , a first estimate of the true scattered 
signals was made by calculating, 
= 	- 
This is a first order approximation only to 5(G), because clearly it 
predicts a differential cross section of zero at 0 = 0. 
A better approximation to the true beam attenuation was 
obtained from the values of S (0), by calculating the contribution to 
(0) due to scattering of particles into the beam centre from the edges 
of the beam. 
Using the new value for the attenuation, a second estimate of 
S(G) was obtained. The effect of the finite width of the primary beam 
was then removed by calculating the contribution at 0 due to scattering 
from the other regions of the primary beam. 	The central 0.15
0  of the 
beam were not included in this refinement, and so the final results represent 
the scattering pattern as would be observed from a beam of the above width. 
From the corrected values of s(o), a new beam attenuation 
estimate was calculated and steps (iv) and (v) were then repeated until the 
values for 5(9) became sensibly constant. This usual required about twelve 
iterations. 
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Unfo';_ded results: 
All the cre scat c'th, rcsuts ;cre processed in the above manner, 
and sweeps made at the sane relative velocity were then norTnalised and 
averaged. The final averaged results for each relative velocity are 
shown in figs. 2 to 7. 
'aluesof 	 have been plotted as ordinates rather than 
S(G) because this fora of presentation removes the steep slope from the 
curves and makes small undulations much more readily visible. If the 
behaviour of the cross sections were afrost classical, the resulting curves 
would undulate about a horizontal line (eqn.3 in the theoretical chapter). 
In fact the values increase as 0 becomes larger. This is probably an 
effect caused by the unfolding procedure rather than a real rise in the 
differential cross sections. In the iterative process the values of 
i (o) were not corrected for the contribution from the detector chamber 
background. The latter is difficult to measure since it probably varies 
with time. 	A suitable choice of the background value resulted in almost 
horizontal scattering curves (plotted as 	V. 	 ), but this 
procedure needs more investigation. 
The angular extent of the individual sweeps varied, and so the 
intensities at the first few angles only were used for noxnalising purposes. 
The bars shown in figs. 2 to 7 have a length of four times the standard 
deviations of the individual intensities from the average value (i.e. the 
bars represent 95% confidence limits). 
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Ir.ternretatlofl of tho exnerimnjntal results: 
In view of the uncertainties in the overall shapes of the unfolded 
scattering curves, only the positions of the peaks were used to determine 
the singlet and triplet scattering potentials. The peak positions are 
indicated by arrows in figs. 2 to 7. 	Where they are well defined, the 
mthmm uncertainty in theIr position is probably less than 0.05 - 
this being the rnaximum error in positioning the oven turntable, and In 
locating the centre of the primary beam. 
The data for the highest relative velocity (1.42 x 10 5 cm.sect1 ) 
was considered the most reliable because the energy averaging effects 
would be expected to be smallest at this velocity. More important, the 
oeaks shown in fig. 2. also appeared on the unfolded scattering curves for 
the individual angular sweeps, and in many cases in the crude scattering 
data also. This cannot be said for much of the data taken at the lower 
relative energies. 
Referring to the lower energy data, two possible interpretations 
of the 1.31 x 10 cm.sec 	results are shown in fig. 3. The position 
of the peak at 0.55
0  is rather uncertain, and the existence of the peak 
at 1.00  depends on the position of 'a single point - for this reason the 
interpretation given by the solid line is preferred. The data taken at 
a relative velocity of 1.1 x 10 5 cm.sec 	is the least reliable. Unfortunately, 
much of this was obtained on an occasion when the primary beam had a greater 
angular .Ticth than usual, which resulted in considerable blurring of the 
angular structure. No weight can be attached to the ?tpeak?l at 1.20, and 
the one at 0.640 is also uncertain. The other unreliable peak is the one 
0. 	 4 	-1 at 1.56 a.n the 9.36 x 10 cm.sec. results. This also only appears 
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because the single intensity measurement at 1.60  is lower than the 
adjacent ones. 
The positions of the peaks are sunnarised in table I, and are 
plotted against the relative velocity in fig. 8. 	The horizontal bars 
on the graph are estimates of the uncertainties of the peak positions. 
Table I 
E:1Derimentai Peak Positions 
selector speed relative vel1city peak position 
(rpn) (cm. sec. 	) (degrees) 
27,000 1.42 x 10 5 0.20 
TI fT 0.47 
TI II 0.71 
VI IT 1.05 
24,000 1.31 x 105 0.17 
It if 0.55 








TI it 1.00 
TI it. 1.40 
18,000 1.10 x 10 5 0.20 
IT IT 0.64 
(1.20) 
15,000 1.00 x10 5 0.40 
TI Ti 0.85 
If 1.25 
it 1.80 
12,000 9.36 x 10 0.40 
TI TI 0.98  
It 11 1.56 
Dashed lines, representing the postulated locations of ridges on 
'' the s(Q).Gv. g surface, have been drawn between the peaks. 
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Clear trends emerge in the shift of the peak positions with energy, 
and these lend support to the interpretation of the data. 
Determination of the interatomic potential functions: 
No general method exists that enables molecular scattering data to 
be inverted to a unique intermolecular potential. The usual analysis 
method is to assi.mie an analytic form for the potential, and then vary the 
values of the parameters until the fit between the theoretical and 
experimental results Is optfrd.sed. In the present experiment, scattering 
by two potential energy functions contributes to the observed differential 
cross sections. 	Ideally at least five parameters are needed to describe 
the two potentials, these are the well depths and equilibriva internuclear 
distances, and the coefficient for the long range dispersion forces (the 
latter arise from purely electrostatic effects and are the same for both 
states). The search for a good fit between theory and experiment in a 
five dimensional parameter space is rather formidable and time consuaing 
however, and it is doubtful if it would be unique. 
It was decided to reduce the amount of computational effort by 
attempting to derive initial values for the potential parameters from the 
.5 	-.1 reliable scatt..ering data taken at the relative velocity of 1.42 x iO cm.sec. 
and then to refine the estimates by fitting the lower energy data also. 
The first possibility to examine was that the peaks for g = 1.42 x 10 
-1 	-, 	 I  cm.sec. arose a.unost wnoily from triplet state scattering. 
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This night be expctcd because of the 3 1 weighting of the triplet and 
singlet states in the calculation of the sum differential cross sections. 
If the triplet state well is shallow, the small angle approximation derived 
in the theoretical chapter will be valid. This predicts that, 
CM•= -1k / 0 - 9 3-Z 0, k 
where 	0 is the angular spacing of the centre of mass cross sections, 
and 0 is the length parameter for a Lennard Jones (12:6) potential. 
For thr purposes of the above relationship, the first experimental peak 
at 0.20 must be disregarded. This appears only on C(6). 	plots 
and is a consequence of the fact that at small angles the differential 
cross sections no longer follow the classical relationship, but have an 
angular dependence given by, 
2. 
Ae 
where A and B are constants weakly dependent on the long range form 
of the potential. 	The mean spacing of the remaining peaks is 0.290  
(in LAB coordinates), which if caused by triplet scattering predicts that 
0— = 12.9 . 	This value seems improbably high. It is thus likely 
that the peaks arise from singlet state scattering, or are caused by 
contributions from both states. In order to examine these possibilities 
it was necessary to derive a preliminary form for the singlet state potential 
so that cross sections could be computed. 
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TahLg IT: 
Scaled potenUal for the YTa sin1et state 
r/r r 	 V(r) 
C R  ) (pico erg) 
0.5 1.75 7.57 
0.6 2.10 2.95 
0.7 2.45 6.22 
0.8 2.80 
- 0.46 
0.9 3.15 - 0.90 





1.3 4.55 - 0.62 
1.4 4.90 - 0.45 
1.5 5.25 
- 0.32 
1.6 5.60 - 0.22 
1.7 5.95 
- 0.14 
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The depth of the potential well for the Ma singlet state is 0.99 
pico-erg, a value found spectroscopically. The equi1ibrii.= internuclear 
distance rm  can be estimated from the spectroscopically determiined 
values for the singlet states of Na2 and K2. Taking the average of 
the two values we obtain r = 3.5 R for Ia. An estimate of the 
shape of the potential curve around the minimum can be arrived at from 
a consideration of the shapes of the potential wells for Na2 and K2 . 
The latter have been determined using the spectroscopic RKRV method, 
by Davies Mason &Munn (DAy 65). 	An empirical equation of the form 
- 
V(x) = 	 le- 	r. . (X - 1) - -?-1 
where x = r/rm was used to represent their results for each molecule. 
The expression is identical to the Morse function except that 	is 
no longer a constant.
a2  and W k2.  ( were found to be 
almost equal, and so U jW4L was taken to be the average of the two 
values. The resulting Ka singlet state potential is given in table II. 
The choice of a coefficient for the long range dispersion forces 
presented a problem. As mentioned in the introduction, conflicting values 
have been reported. For KNa the C6 coefficient has been calculated 
theoretically by Dalgarno & Davison (DAL 67) who obtained a value of 2450 
pico-.erg 	(2450 x 10 erg. cm ). The experimentally determined value 
of Buck & Pauly (Bib 65) is 101 pico.-erg 
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The crimental value was obtained from measurements of the absolute 
total cross section for K - Na scattering at thermal energies. The 
primary beam was not velocity selected, and the total cross section was 
determined at one energy only. 	The great difficulty in obtaining 
absolute cross sections is the uncertainty in the value of the density of 
the gas in the scattering chamber. 
There seems to be no reason to doubt the validity of their experimental 
method, however, and errors probably arose in the derivation of the C 6 
oararneter from the total cross section measurement. It was assned that 
the potential could be represented by V(r) = C 6/r6 , and the Massey-Mohr 
approximation was then uscd to calculate C 6 . 
To(S) 
= 2 1 r 
GD \ 	J 
The asse - r-ohr treatment. predicts a monotonic variation of the total cross 






frequently undulate about the Massey-Mohr value. 	The undulations arise 
from the contribution to the strmation from the region of al-nost stationary 
phase around the maxmi in the phase shift function. As the collision 
energy increases the magnitude of the mcinnmi phase shift decreases and 
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thrci 	'ral uJti'Ics of 7 	giving rise to a mini.mi in 
the total cross section each time. 	It follows that if measurements 
are made in the energy region where undulations occur, then the }assey-
iohr approximation cannot be used to obtain C 6 . 
The Ia singlet state is so deep that unthilations in the total 
cross section do not occur at thermal energies, but Smith (SMI 66) has 
published some calculations of total cross sections for assumed triplet 
state potentials that diverge considerably from the Massey-Mohr values. 
These results are not conclusive, however, because it turns out that his 
potential parameters were not very realistic. To anticipate matters 
somewhat it might be noted, that the KNa triplet state potential obtained 
from the present investigation would give rise to total cross section 
undulations in the thermal energy range used by Buck & Fauly. 
In view of the uncertainties it was decided to do calculations for 
the Ka singlet state using both the theoretical and experimental values 
for the long range C 6 coefficient, with the remainder of the potential 
being given by the scaled function in table II. 	Energy averaged 
differential cross sections were computed using the experimentally measured 
cross beam angular distribution and a monoenergetic primary beam velocity 
of 1.21 x 10 cm.sect1 (g = 1.42 x 10 5 cm.sec). 	The results are 
shown in fig.9. 	 has been plotted against 0, and the 
positions of the experimentally determined peaks for the same energy are 
also included for comparison. 
All the peaks produced by the potential with Dalgarno's long range 
forces lie within 0.050  of the positions of the experimental peaks, whereas 
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The Pauly model could only be con3idered to fit the experimental results 
if the experimental peak at 0.470 could be attributed to triplet state 
scattering. The agreement with the Dalgarno values is gratifying, but 
cannot at this stage be said to confirm his results because of the presence 
of triplet state scattering, which might perturb the peak positions. 
Fitting of a triplet state potential: 
A Lennard Jones (:6) potential was used to represent the triplet 
state potential enerr function. The (:6) potential has been found to 
give better fits to alkali metal - noble gas scattering results (HUN 65), 
but there is no a priori reason why this should be so for the present 
coflision partners, the choice was mainly dictated by current fashion. 
The attractive tern 4'/1of the potential was constrained to equal 
the Dalgarno long range forces, so that in effect there was only one 
para'neter. 
Energy averaged differential cross sections were computed for a 
mean relative velocity of 1.42 x 10 cm.sec 	over a range of 
values from 5 x 10 to 0.4 pico erg. The singlet state potential 
was represented by the scaled values in table II with Dalgarnots long 
range forces. 	The sum differential cross sections were then obtained 
from, 
The results are presented in fig. 10 to 22. 	0 	
(@) . 7/3 
S4  
is plotted agsinst 9 , and the experimental peak positions are again 
shown for comparison. 
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Ecamination of the curves shows that at this relative velocity, 
the triplet cross sections have appreciable angular structure for well 
depths of less than 0.2 pico erg. The triplet cross sections alone 
do not have peaks corresponding in position to the experimental ones 
for any of the well depths chosen. The triplet peak spacing for 
= 5 x lO pico erg and r = 15.2 A is similar to the experimental 
sracing, but the peaks are in different positions. 	In any case, such 
a large r value is extremely improbable. 
The simi elastic cross sections all depend on the angular structure 
of the cross sections for the two states, but as the triplet state well 
depth increases beyond 0.2 pico erg, the triplet state structure decreases 
and the undulations arise mainly from the singlet state contribution - the 
triplet state ur.dulnticns become larger again for 	0.3 pico erg. 
There is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical 
peak positions for triplet well depths in the range 002.'!~ Q!!~ 0I pico erg. 
The largest discrepancy is for the experimental peak at 0.71 0  which is 
0.1 
0  away from the corresponding theoretical peak. Within the above range 
of - there is aJmost no change in the theoretical peak positions that 
would allow € to be determined more accurately from the results at this 
energy alone. 
see then that there is a good fit between the theoretical and 
experimental peak positions for: 
1) 	The scaled singlet potential given in table II, with the long 
range behaviour represented by the Dalgarno & Davison predictions. 
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2) 	Triplet ctate3 having well depths from 0.02 to 0.1 pico erg. 
In order to confirm this interpretation and to attempt to reduce 
the uncertainty in the triplet well depth, more calculations were carried 
out for other relative velocities. Enerr averaged differential cross 
sections were computed for the scaled singlet state, and for triplet states 
having well depths of 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 pico erg 	Since 
the complete calculation for each well depth required 3.5 hours of computer 
time, more extensive calculations were not attempted. 
The results are sutmnarised in figs. 23 to 27, 	Each graph shows 
the theoretical peak positions in the sum cross sections plotted against 
the mean relative collision velocity. The experimental peak positions 
have also been included (indicated by triangles). 
For all the E values investigated, the amplitude of the triplet 
oscillations increased, as the relative velocity became smaller, and the 
triplet structure dominated that of the sum cross sections for velocities 
less than 9.45 x 10 cm.secT This was fortunate because it allowed 
infoxnation on the singlet and triplet states to be separately determined 
to some extent from the behaviour of the cross sections at high and low 
energies respectively. 
The theoretical cross sections for a triplet state having € = 0.02 
and 
i'm = 5.6 R clearly give the best fit to the experimental peak positions. 
The discreDancy is nowhere greater than 0.150, and is much less for the 
majority of peaks. The most serious errors are in the positions of the 
outermost peaks at relative velocities of 9.45 x 10 cm.sec 	and less - 
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cperimenta11y the "larre" angle measurements were rather difficult to make 
because the scattered signals wre so a1l, and it is likely that these 
teak positions are rather less reliable than those at smaller angles. The 
theoretical cross sections for .- = 0.02 pico erg are shown in figs. 28 
to 33. It will be seen that most of the undulatjons in the sn cross 
sections are very small, which indicates the difficulties encountered in 
the experimental measurements. 
The positions of the innermost experimental peaks for g = 6.75 x 104 
and 5.7 x 104 cm.sec are puzzling. 	As mentioned previously, the position 
of the innermost peak is a]rost completely insensitive to the triplet state 
parameters, and dorends only weakly on the long range dispersion forces 
(compare the positions of the first peak in the two curves for different 
long range forces shown in fig. 9.). 	The discrepancies cannot be lightly 
dismissed as experimental errors, since an examination of the original data 
in figs. 6 and 7 will show that these peaks are among the least ambiguous. 
Since the theoretical cross sections were computed at angular intervals of 
0.10 there might be slight errors in the peak positions at these small angles, 
but they would not be enough to account completely for the discrepancies. 
The broad experimental rna.xima could arise from two unresolved peaks - the 
theoretical curve in fi9.11 shows a similar behaviour. Such an interpretation 
would probably invalidate the derived triplet state however, and it would 
then be difficult to explain the good agreement elsewhere between theory and 
experiment. 	In all the theoretical calculations carried out, no potential 
parameters gave rise to behaviour like that in fig.U, and also produced 
peaks at larger angles agreeing in position with the experimental ones. 
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Inorin the ur.cxplair.od discrepancy for the two innermost points, 
we may conclude that a triplet state with a well depth of 	= 0.02 
pico erg and rm = 5.6 R is consistent with the experimental data. The 
calculations for ie = 0.017 and 	= 0.03 do not reproduce the experimental 
peak positions, and so - must be bounded by these values. 
Other results for alkali - alkali scatterjn: 
Before discussing the present results further, it is necessary to 
consider those obtained by other workers who have studied alkali metal - 
alkali metal systems. These are: 
Measurements by Netann & Pauly (NEU 6) of relative total cross 
sections for soditrn scattered by cesim -t in the energy range 14 to 2300 eV. 
The products 	for a Lennard Jones (:6) potential were obtained for the 
singlet and triplet states. 	The separated parameters were derived by 
assuming that 	 equalled the Buck & Pauly (Buc 65) C 6 coefficient. 
Thermal energy differential cross sections for Na - Cs obtained 
by Pritchard (FRi 67, 6). 	The primary beam (Na) was spin state selected, 
and the scattered particles passed through a velocity selector and a second 
spin state selector before being detected. This enabled spin change cross 
sections to be measured also. Triplet state parameters were derived by 
fitting Lennard Jones (:6) and (12:6) potentials - the (:6) potential 
resulted in the best fit. 
Measureients of relative total cross sections at thermal energies 
for Li - Na, Li - K, Li - Rb, Li - Cs, and Na - Cs by Rothe & Helbing 
(to be published in J. Chexn. Phys.). The primary beam was velocity selected 
- 1'(O - 
(velocity resolution 3.4), and in order to reduce energy averaging a 
broad secondary beam was used instead of a gas filled scattering chamber. 
The products E( and (less accurately) 422r,, for a Lennard Jones (8:6) 
potential were derived for the triplet states. The separate parameters 
were obtained using the Dalgarno & Davison long range C 6 coefficients. 
Unconstrained potentials were also fitted to the data. 
iv) Measurements by Beck, Henkel & Schultz (DEC 68) of thermal 
energy differential cross sections for potassitn scattered by cesium. 
The primary beam was spin state and velocity selected (resolution 15%), 
and was scattered by an unpolarised cesium beam. 	Preliminary triplet 
state parameters were obtained for a Lennarci Jones (12:6) potential, 
constrained to follow the long range behaviour given by the Buck & Pauly 
C, coefficient. 
0 
The potential parameters obtained in these investigations are 
summarised in table III. 
Table III: 	F.pernta1deterninationof the alkali metal_aTha1i iotal triplet states. 
System potential constrained arameL:; Urn :' 	cd parameters reference 
model r E 
(lOerg) 
( 	 ) 
(10erg) 
( 	 ) 
Li - Na U 	(8:6) 5.28 4.34 Dl) 4.3 5.3 (ROT 68) 
K 11 6.65 4.49 Dl) 4.6 6.4 it 
Rb It 6.67 4.56 Dl) 6.4 4.7  
Cs it 7.18 4.68 Dl) 6.4 5.2 H 
Na - K it 2.0 5.6 	Dl) present work 
Na - Cs ti 6.70 4.78 Dl) 21.7 1.6 (ROT 68) 
it 2.7 4.9 	BP (NEu 68)* 
tv 4.3 4.5 	B? '(PRI 67,68) 
K - Cs U 	(12:6) 2.2 6 	BP (BEC 68) 
Dl) - Dalgarno & Davison C 6 parameter 
B? - Buck & Pauly C 6 paraaeter 	
-12 
* The Na - Cs singlet parameters for a U (8:6) potential were found to be 6 = 1.1 x 10 erg 
and r = 2.6 R. 
I-, 
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The trilt state well depths are all surprisingly large, and are 
comparable to those arising Z. 	the alkali metal - noble gas interactions. 
The values are about a hundred times greater than those predicted by the 
semi-empirical calculations discussed in the first chaflter (equations 
1 and 2), which suggests that the first order valence forces extend out 
to large internuclear distances. If this is true it is probably undesirable 
to constrain the coefficient of attractive texi in the potential to equal 
the long range C 6 constant - or indeed to assume a 1/r 6 dependence. 
In addition, Dalgarno & Davison (DAL 67) have pointed out that the neglect 
of dipole-cuadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions (varying as 
1r8 and h/0)  might also lead to errors in the interpretation of 
scattering data. Until more accurate cross sections are obtained, however, 
it is probably futile to attempt to fit more flexible potentials to the data. 
The only system that has been independently studied by several workers 
is Na - Cs, and the results are incompatible. In the high enerr measure-
ments of neumann & Pauly (NEU 6), no total cross section undulations were 
observed that could be attributed to the triplet state. Instead, the 
parameters were estimated from the slope of the total cross section curve 
at the extreme low energy end of thejr range of measurements. Furthexore 
the interpretation did not take into account the effects of the inelastic 
collisions that possibly occur at these energies ( > 14ev). 
The differential cross section measurements of Pritchard were made 
over an angular range of 30  to 140 , for a scattered atom velocity of 1.29 x 10 5 
cm.sec. 	Two well defined ieaks were observed at 9.9 L 0.3 and 
0 575 
L 0.3. 	In his interpretation the singlet state cross sections were 
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assumed to vary monotonically with angle, and the peaks were taken to be 
the rainbow scattering maximum and the first superntmary peak. 	The 
triplet parameters were then obtained using the published tables of 
Hundhausen & Pauly (HUN 65). 
In order to check Pritchard's interpretation (which at that time 
seemed to be at variance with all expectations) some energy averaged 
differential cross sections were computed using his published parameters 
and experimental conditions. The potential obtained by Neumann & Pauly 
was used for the singlet state calculations. The singlet cross sections 
were not completely featureless but had very small amplitude oscillations 
with an angular spacing of 20. The structure of the sum cross sections 
was dominated by that of the triplet state cross sections, and had peaks 
at 5.97 and 10.3° . 	The relative peak heights were in good agreement 
with Pritchard's measurements. Thus the fit is good - in fact the 
divergencies might well be due to the failure of the averaging calculation 
to simulate the experimental conditions exactly - particularly since his 
velocity selector was mounted beyond the scattering centre. A similar 
calculation was also carried out using the triplet state parameters 
reported by Neumann & Pauly. The sum cross sections had a single peak 
at 60, and the shape of the remainder of the curve conflicted with the 
Pritchard measurements. it is u.n.fortunate that Pritchard's results 
could not have been extended to other collision energies since this would 
have removed any uncertainties in the results. 
Rothe & Helbing point out that their results for Na - Cs are less 
reliable than their other data since the limited velocity range of the sodium 
source prevented the total cross section from being measured over a large 
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energy range. The parameters reported for the constrained potential give 
a poor fit to the expermonta1 data, and the results for an unconstrained 
potential are clearly erroneous in spite of the better fit. 
The authors claim that the value of the product 	34.3 erg cm. 
is more reliable than the separate parameters. If the product is used 
in conjunction with Pritchard's well depth, however, a value for 
of 	is obtained. This seems rather large when compared with the 
r values for the other triplet statec. 
Little can be said about the reliability of the other results because 
independent measurements are not available. 
Some interesting trends ecLst in the triplet state data, as can be 
seen from table IV. 
Table IV: 	Parameters for alkali metal triplet state potentials. 
TI 	 MA 	 V 	 PH 	 rc 
Li - 5.3 6.6 6.7 7.2 
(4.3) _4.5) (4.6) (14 .7) 
- 2.0 - 4.3 
( 1 .5) 
K I - - 2.2 
6.0 
Rb 
The uiper figures are well depths in units of 10erg. 
The ntmfoers in brackets are rm values in angstroms. 
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The triplet well depths increase slowly from Li - Na to Li - Cs, 
and then all rapidly in the Li - Cs to Cs - Cs direction. The variation 
in r is much smaller but trends can be discerned. 
The trends in the well depths can be explained in a qualitative manner 
using the semi-empirical argtments outlined in the introduction. We note 
that at internuclear distances beyond the singlet state minim:= the exchange 
energies for the triplet state would be expected to be equal in magnitude 
but opposite in sign to those for the singlet state. Furtheore, when 
the contribution from the dispersion forces was taken into account we obtained, 
rtaqe 
v(31c) 	- v(I(r) —.C/c 
The dispersion and the exchange energies both increase as the atomic 
numbers of the collision partners become larger. If we consider an inter-
nuclear distance of about 5 R (roughly the average of the rm  values), 
the increase in the triplet well depth from Li - Na to Li - Cs is 
consistent with the two-fold increase in the magnitude of the dispersion 
energy. Consideration of the covalent radii for these collision partners 
shows that the corresponding increase in the exchange energy has relatively 
little effect because it is small. In the transition from Li - Cs to 
K - Cs however, the exchange forces at 5 R increase rapidly and complete].y 
over-ride the concurrent increase in the dispersion energy, resulting in 
progressively smaller triplet well depths. 
The values obtained in this investigation for the Na - K triplet 
state parameters are consistent with the trends in table IV, although the 
well depth might appear to be slightly low. 
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Triplet state rahow structure: 
The Na - Cs and K - Cs triplet well depths were derived from 
observations of rainbow structure in the differential cross sections 
between 30  and 100.  The Na - K triplet state will also give rise to 
a rainbow madn in this angular region. It would be desirable to 
measure this structure so that an independent deteiination of the 
triplet well depth could be made - especially since with spin unselected 
beams, the value obtained from scattering at small angles depends somewhat 
on the sinpiet state notential used in the curve fitting calculations. 
No rainbow madmum was ever observed in the present measurements. 
Although if a rainbow existed it would not have been visible in any case ) 
because of the lack of sensitivity of the apparatus. Calculations show 
that the maximum cross section at the rainbow peak would be about 103 2, 
whereas the smallest cross section that could be measured with the present 
apparatus is of the order of 2 x 10 4 R2 .  
There are several ways in which the sensitivity can be improved. 
The most obvious is to increase the scattered flux by improving the beam 
intensities. The primary beam intensity could be increased by at least 
a factor of ten by replacing the Zacharias channels with a single long 
channel, and then increasing the oven pressure to about 5 - 20 torr. 
The difficulty that has prevented this so far is the large increase in the 
sodium background that would result in the scattering chamber. It is 
possible that alsmost total enclosure of the oven in a water cooled copper 
box might prevent an appreciable increase in the background, but some form  
of differential pumping other than cold shielding would be preferable. 
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The present neaureents were made very difficult by the large 
sodium background in the detector chamber. Contamination of the chamber 
by the primary beam, and insufficient pumping speed around the detector 
filament were the princinal causes of this. Modifications are now being 
made to imrove the situation. A slotted disc attenuator is being fitted 
that can be moved in front of 	entrance slit to the detector chamber 
when taking intensity measurements across the primary beam. This will 
considerably reduce the rate of contamination of the detector chamber, 
with little lOss in the accuracy of the intensity measurements. 	The 
outer extraction electrode (see fig. 3.9) impedes the flow of atoms from 
inside the lens assembly, and this is being replaced by a modified design 
consisting of an open cylindrical framework covered with fine mesh. The 
diameter of the channel through which the ions pass into the quadrupole 
field has also been increased in an attempt to improve the transmission 
of the lens assembly. 
It is hoped that all these improvements will soon enable scattering 
measurements on the Na - K system to be extended out to much larger angles. 
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CONCLUSICS 
Differential cross sections for elastic collisions between sodium 
and potassin atoms colliding at thermal energies have been measured using 
a crossed molecular beam apparatus. The results are consistent with the 
value of the coefficient for the long range dispersion forces predicted 
theoretically by Dalgarno & Davison (DAL 67), and for a triplet state. 
represented by a Lennard Jones (8:6) potential with E=2 x lOerg 
and r 
Ta 
The results show that measurements of differential cross sections 
at small angles ( 2°) are possible with an apparatus having a moderate 
angular resolution, and that useful information can be derived concerning 
the interaction potentials important in the collision process. 
Collisions between atoms that interact along more than one potential 
energy curve can be profitably studied using crossed molecular beams, 
even when the beams are not spin polarised. The subsequent fitting of 
unique interatomic potentials to the data is difficult, however, unless 
prior information on one of the states is available, or unless the structure 
of the cross sections at a particular energy or angle can be attributed 
to scattering from a single state only. 
- - 	- 	 - -.- - .- •;•_,-' '. 
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APPENDIX I 
PADIAL VELOCITY SELECTORS: 
Introduction: 	The information obtained from a scattering 
experiment is greatly increased when the beams are nearly monoenergetic, 
so that the angular structure in the observed scattering 18 not blurred 
by 'energy averaging'. 	Beams from effusion sources have a large 
velocity distribution, and nearly monoenergetic thermal energy beams 
can only be directly generated from supersonic nozzle sources. In an 
effusion beam, 11 of the total flix is within 5% of the mean molecular 
velocity. 	In a Mach 10 supersonic beam the fraction rises to 47, 
and becomes about 8CKI , in a Mach 20 beam (AND 66). 	Supersonic nozzle 
beams are only just being exploited, however, and almost morioenergetic 
beams have hitherto been obtained using velocity selectors that only 
transmit a narrow range of velocitIes and reject the remainder. Since 
the beam intensity at the scattering centre must be as large as possible, 
the transmission and path length of these devices is vitally important. 
Conventional mechanical velocity selectors consist of either a 
rotating cylinder with helical grooves on its surface (MIL 55), or, 
more recently, the grooves have been approximated by a nunber of thin 
slotted discs - intermediate discs prevent the transmission of velocity 
sidebands. 	Several designs have been described in the literature 
(Hos 60, ThU 62, KIN 66, GPO 67). 	Mention must also be made of 
magnetic velocity selectors. 	Beam particles having a permanent 
magnetic dipole moment are deflected in an irihomogeneous magnetic field. 
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Since the deflection is proportional to the time spent in the field, it 
is velocity dependent, and suitable stops at the exit can be sot so that 
particles with a certain range of velocities only are transmitted, at the 
same time these devices act at spin state filters for alkali metal beams. 
Two pole (EEl) 62, FLU 65), and six pole magnetic fields (BRA 6) have 
been used, the latter have the advantage of good transmission owing to 
their focussing action, although the resolution is only moderate (about 
1 rtc 
The bulk and long path lengths of magnetic selectors are disadvan-
taeous 	crossed beam experiments, particularly if it is desired to 
select both beams before collision. 	The mechanical selectors are also 
bulky and difficult to align, and since the driving motor must usually 
be mounted at one end of the selector, its length and that of the bearings 
must be added to that of the selector proper to obtain the effective path 
_h.L3L. 
Two new, compact, selectors have been designed, in which the beam 
passes diametrically across a slotted disc, perpendicular to the rotation 
axis. The path lengths are determined solely by the disc diameter since 
the driving motor is mounted beneath. Also, two such selectors can be 
mounted close together in a crossed beam experiment, resulting in short 
path lengths from the sources to the scattering centre. Colgate and 
Imeson (CCL 6) have descrjbcd a lare selector of a somewhat similar 
design, but in their apparatus the beams only crossed half of the disc 
diameter — the scattering centre and the detector being mounted within 
the disc. 
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SPI?JI, GROVF DESI(113: 
The apparent path, as would be seen by an oberver on the 
disc, of a particle with a velocity 'u' crossing a disc of radius 'a 
rotatL 	an angular velocity 	is shown in fig.l. 'y0 ' is the 
ditace of closest approach between the particle 
and the ads, and the te ttt is measured from the instant when the 




:ola: CO-Ordir cc the tiajectory is given by, 
it' f 9./(a-ue)J 	() 
rutting y0 = 0 gives the path of a particle crossing disetrcally, 
S= (-)/t (s). 
In this case, the particle leaves the disc at an angle 
Oe = CL ZD AL 
-;elocity selector could, in theory, be made by cutting spiral 
grooves on a disc so that their walls ware described by equations (1) 
and (2). Let us exenine the resolution and tranjssjon of such a 
device. 
	
:o1ut: 	he resolution 1R' of a selector is defined as 
. u/u, 'ere 	u is the half intensity velocity spread, and U0 
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Fig. A.1. Coordinate system for particle crossing a rota: 
disc. The disc ola coordinates have orirrin at O 
which rotates at 	:ad.. sec relative to 3D. 
00 and 01) coincide at a time t = 0. 
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the 'design velocity'. If the channels have a width td', an approxi-
mate foxula for the resolution can be obtained - asstn1ng that the 
incident beam has zero width. 
Consider a single channel as in fig.2. 	The fastest particle 
traniti will go along the path BOD, whilst the slowest will follow 
a.c: co. 	JI -J C4) we have, 
L COP ee 	= 
L DOE 
where 	is he dosin velocity. 
we can o.lo write, 
a0 
- i/e;). (ee/) 
If d is small 
and also 
* e) 4A4Z 	 S't4  
e)  tt4 &t 	 blt1 ctla 
 
which le&ds to: 
 
. (S) 
Transmiccjon: 	If the disc has N channels, each width d, 
the effective maximun open area (for a velocity u0  ) is, 
T( 0) = Nd/2-Tr 	 ((0) 






U 0 	\ 
vJ 
V 
Fig. A.2. Diagram illustrating the transmission of maximum 
and minimum beam velocities by a spiral groove 
velocity seleotor. 
- 
I 	•'• 	 - 
I selector. 
I 
e II selector. 
Fig. A.3. Radial disc velocity seleotors. 
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The resolution and transrni3sion are dependent only on the dimension... 
less quant±ty d/a. As with conventional selectors, therefore, the path 
length can be reduced by scaling down all the selector dimensions without 
detriment to the resolution or transmission. As the selector is made 
smaller, however, aligrmient becomes much more critical and the width of 
the beam that IS transmitted, is decreased. 
The spiral groove design is really only practicable for large 
diameter discs because of the difficulty in cutting the channels. In the 
present apparatus the disc diameter was limited to 6 cm; to obtain a 
reasonable resolution channel widthsof less than 0.05 cm were required. 
To cvercome the difficulty two designs were developed which approdted 
J. the ideal spiral groove arrangement. These were called types I and 
II respectively, and are shown in fig.3. 
re I selector: 	The idcal spiral grooves were replaced by 
straight channels tangential to the spiral at a2 , where a 2 = (a1 + a3 )/2. 
The dimension a1  is somewhat arbitrary, but it is necessary for the first 
channel to be long enough to prevent fast and slow particles from entering 
adjacent channels after crossing the disc and giving rise to sidebands. 
Opposing sets of grooves should also meet as shown to give the greatest 
mechanical strength. The 31ps '' of the channels is given by 
tan(G /2), obtained by differentiating equation (3). 
In order to check the selector aligmnent it is desirable that the 
selector can be run in both directions, to do so, it Is clear from the 
diagram that if G
d  is the angular distance between adjacent channels, 
- l'.)L) - 
e)d 2ê 	1A 	I,2,3.. 
is the 	of channels. 
	
Tytx TI o1ctor: 	The spiral grooves have been approximated 
by two concentric rins of slits. Sidebands would be traniitted if the 
1-1 
inner ring US3 absent, the inner ring thickness (a1 - a 2  ) must be adjusted 
to eliminate sidebando or reduce them to an acceptable level. 
Remembering the desirability of running the selector in both 
directions we can establish a relationship between the mean inner disc 
radius a4, and a3 . From ecrnt1on (3) and fig. 3b, 
itGcL 	e) 
Since there must be slits at A and B (fig. 3b) 
(0drn QG 
Hence, a, /3 = 1 - 2.1/rn 
If ni.( 3 no inner ring sition is acceptable because 5 4 1> a3 . 
In the designs considered later m = 4, and soa 4 = a3 and 
9
4 
 = 0d• This arrangement is particularly easy to align. 
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Co - ztation of ttn:' 	icr 	et ic s 
To compare the behaviour of several possible designs and to 
interpret scattering results, certain properties of the selectors must 
-,a calculated. We may start by defining a transmission function 
(a1 , a2 , a3 , d,, d2, 	
, 
	y, u), where the meanings of the 
variables are explained in figs. 4 and 5 for each type of selector. 
If a particle is transmitted for a certain value of all the variables 
= 1, if it is not, then Th = 0. 
The following useful quantities can now be defined: 
The fraction11 trar:mission for a velocity u, 
rY2 
T()= 	 (7) 
L)"Jo 
ere g(y) is the besm intensity profile between the limits 
and Y2 . 
The total transmission, 
00 
or 	
f(c( 	 () 
f(u).thi is the source i'ticl flux having spsecs between 
u and u + du, noriised so that, 
00 
-,C(Li).00LL I 
The pulse shape for a speed u, 
pyz 
Of L) Ck P( 
'J y,  
(iv) The integrated pulse shape, 
Pr = 	P ( U ) I 
(q) 
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The last two quantities are needed if simultaneous celoction of 
both beams or time of flight analysis of the scattered product is 
Intended. The disc phase angle j' can be related to the time by b = t. 
The first problem is to calculate the tranemission function '1 
for any value of t variables - this is treated in the following sections 
for type electoro respectively. 
Tranissicn conditions for type I selectors 
The co-ordinate system and symbols are explained in fig .4. 
Time 't? is measured from when a particle - having a speed tut and 
impact parameter 1y' - cro3ses the line X = a3 . 
Consider first the slit system I, the particle might collide with 
the walls in the time interval, 
- — t-y1- 
L-1L 	-2 
L1j: a3—Ja_\  
c 	a3 _J_ji\ 	(12) 
At a time t within these limits the particle will be within 
the walls If, 
P1 ± 	I a, 	(IS) 
p ani q a'e the perpendicular distances from the particle to the lines 
AB and CD respectively (these represent the channel walls). 
AB and CD are the (time dependent) line3, 








' 	 k 




Fig. A.4.  Coozesystcm for tye I ve1ocitr se1eo'to. 
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?here the ninus sign refers to CD. Now at a time t the particle has 
the co-oxinates (a3 - ut, y), and so the perpendicular distances are 
(J 	I 
(/6) 
Passage through the second slit is treated similarly. The particle 
crosses it in the time interval 
where, a + 	/Ct /  I — 4 2\ . 	 (i(') 
and, = (i-i) 
The paic 	docs not collide with the walls if 
I r I -+-  I S I _-~ Ct (/) 
for all 	t 	in this rangc, .and 	hcre r and 	s 	are the perpendicular 
distances from the particle to the lines 	EF 	and 	GH. The slit walls 
have the equations 
O Y.cos( e—)—X.s( 	~e—)_a2st 	2 
-- - - 	 - 
O q) 
Al-" 	o 	 nce . - re, 
 r- I = 	 (a3—st+ ~ ê--c) 
d/ 	(ko) 
can 31r1arise the traniissjon conditions by writing 
I y.s(e_) ~ (a3 	 a2S 
GtA 
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= 1 1 that is, the particle is tranitted if:  
for  
and., 	 t)' CL.2/02 	it 	 () 
Jhere t1, t2 , t
35 
 and t4 are given by equations (11), (12), (16) 
and (17) respectively. 
Transn.is--ion eondit!ons for type II selectors 
Refer to fig.5 for the meaning of symbols and the co-ordinate 
sytein. Time is again measured from the instant when the particle 
crosses the line I = a 
The procedure is the same con3ider passage through slit I, this 
occurs at a time t1 given by 
 .2 \LA't a3 - 	 - 	(~-S) 
The 
 
All got throuh if 
(pj±lp'(fr ck 
Where p and p1 are the perpendicular d1tances from the particle to 
the lines A? and BB1 respectively. The equations of AAl and BB1 are, 
0 	
. 
s(—I) ± 	 ± d,/2 
Hence, 
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LZ ro.d. 
Fig. A.5. Coord.inate system for type II velocity selector. 
- 	 - 
11 
S].it IT. The rrtiole can collide with it if 
where, UL 	
j L 
-  LIA 
and, 	 ut 	CL 3 




within this range, where q and  q are the perpendicular distances to 
each of tho slit walls, givun by 
	
=14 
  I 	(Lz 11 — k — Oe 	 - 	— &'~~ 1q) Cos , j 1) 	/IV) + ( Iq 3 - u-0 S ~~ (L-~ L - ~ 
T: TT. 	Co.iiionc take ulace ding times 
€ 
where, 	 a. 
arid, c4_tS= a#Ja 9 4 
The particle is tranimittcd if 
j' *4 
Where the perpendicular distances r and r are given by 
r 	1 	 4 —e.) 	 (U
~e 	
14 	2. (Ji - 
, 
11 1t IV. 	Th 3at.cic cros.es the slit at a time t 6 , where 
Ltk - 	 (2) 
It is transm.itteci 
sH-1s'l   :ct 
The perndicu1a distances s and s 1    to the lines DD1 and CC1 are 
(Q 3_u).sv(  
We iny stsarise by writing, 
= 	
— Lk 	- (") E - q)) I 
1 
t:: 4- 	- 0t) 4-(6L, -U-~).SLZIL 




The t?s 1'e given by equations (23) to (23). 
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Computatin of the integrals. Using the conditions derived 
above for evaluating the trannission function ', the quantities 
defined by equations (7) to (10) can be calculated. The integrals 
were coputcd niericaUy for specific disc dLtcnzions by a modified 
Monte-Carlo procedure. 
For a given value of the velocity u of the incident particles, 
values of the disc phase angle Li , and the beem inr.ct pareeter 'y' 
were chosen. Passage of the particle across the disc was then simulated 
by advancing the time t by suitable increments, the quantity ' 
being calculated on the way. If '1' always equalled unity, the quantity 
f(y) - 	 :- bn intensity at y - was added to a register of 
'hits ?• 	The procedure 	then repeated for other equally spaced 
vaitos of 	and y over the ranges of the integrals. FirUy, the 
whole process was repeated for other vc1ocitie. 
Conputed tranmiccion characteristics. 
nerical calculations were done for both types of selector. 
Slit widths of 0.01", 0.015", and 0.02" were used, these dimensions 
being decided by the sizes of nilling cutters available. It was decided 
to investigate designs having 90 slits ) since this niiber peruittcd a 
suitable range of been velocities to be selected using the driving motors 
that were obtainable, calculations were also done for type II selectors 
having 60, 90, and 120 slitshowover. 
The results are siar1eed in tables I and U. Calculations 
were repeated for a range of beao widths AY, since this was found to 
have an effect on the tranission. In each ease the beam had a uniform 
intensity and passed centrally across the selector disc. The coluTn 
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'P (%). A Y is irc1cd bca'c this quantity was p:oport!ona1 to the 
absolute intensity trannitted for the design velocity tue. The 
resolution P was obtained from graphs of T(u) versus u, these 
profiles were approximately triangu]ar for small beam widths. 
- 	- 
TABLE I 
Trnission characteristics for type I selector 
Dimersions: a = 	1.868 cm 
4 '28  2.4 ca a. 3.O0 cm 
= 2.0 
8.0° 
, 	90 slits 
Slit Be R - Uf* T(u') T(u').LY 
width width 
(c) (cr) 
0.0254 0.00000 1.028 8.7 0.00 4.32 
0.00254 1.028 8.7 2.21 4.32 
0.00508 1.027 7.8 3.96 4.32 
0.01016 1.025 5.7 5.80 6.30 
0.02540 1.025 2.6 6.60 8.80 
0.03810 1.025 1.7 6.47 10.6 
0.05080 1.025 1.2 6.10 13.8 
0.0381 0.00000 1.028 12.9 0.00 8.04 
0.00254 1.028 1.4 3.4 8.44 
0.00508 1.023 13.9 7.1 8.44 
0.01016 1.028 12.7 13.0 8.44 
0.02540 1.024 7.4 18.8 13.4 
0.03810 1.010 5.3 20.2 16.4 
0.05080 1.008 4.1 20.8 18.2 
0.0508 0.00000 1.034 20.2 0.0 10.7 
0.00254 1.032 19.8 5.0 10.7 
0.00508 1.032 19.7 10.0 10.7 
0.01016 1.030 18.8 19.1 10.8 
0.02540 1.030 14.5 36.8 12.4 
0.03810 1.028 10.9 41.5 18.3 
0.05080 1.022 8.4 42.7 21.9 
* 	The naximuix transmitted intensity is not at u0 for type i zelectors. 
The velocities u1 of maxinnzn transmission are given in the reduced 
form u /u. 
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TAL S II 
Trans?nision ch.racter1tics for ty II selector 
Dinensions: 	a, = 1.350 cm 
= 1.650 
U 3 	,.000 c 
Slit 	Boin 	T(u ) 	T(u0 	
11
).Y 	R 
1it 	width width ° 
cm. 	cm. 
120 	0.0254 	0.00000 14.1 0.00 2.1 
0.00254 14.3 3.63 8.4 
0.00503 13.5 6.36 3.8 
0.01016 11.8 12.0 9.9 
0.02540 5.9 15.0 13.4 
0.03810 4.1 15.6 13.5 
0.05080 2.9 14.7 13.6 
120 	0.0331 	0.00000 21.2 0.00 12.4 
0.00254 22.6 5.73 12.3 
0.00508 21.0 10.7 12.8 
o.o1016 19.8 20.1 13.6 
0.02540 14.6 37.1 17.3 
0.0500 7.7 39.1 20.4 
90 	0.0254 	0.00000 9.2 0.0 5.8 
0.00254 10.5 2.7 5.8 
0.00508 9.7 4.9 7.1 
0.01016 8.0 3.1 8.0 
0.02540 3.6 9.2 10.0 
0.05030 1.7 8.8 10.8 
90 	0.0381 	0.00000 16.1 0.00 9.2 
0.00254 16.4 4.16 9.6 
0.00508 15.3 8.03 10.0 
0.01016 14.8 15.0 10.4 
0.02540 10.2 25.9 13.6 
0.03810 7.1 27.1 15.0 
0.05080 5.4 27.4 1.0 
90 	0.0508 	0.00000 21.2 0.00 12.0 
0.00254 22.3 5.66 12.2 
0.00508 21.5 10.9 12.4 
0.01016 20.4 20.7 13.4 
0.02540 17.1 43.4 15.4 
0.03810 13.6 51.7 18.6 
0.05080 10.2 51.7 21.2 
60 	0.0254 	C.0O25!,. 4.9 1.26 4.5 
0.00500 4.4 2.22 5.0 
0.01016 2.8 2.37 6.4 
0.02032 1.4 2.84 7.5 
0.02540 1.1 2.90 7.7 
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The computed results for the resolution iR? of type II selectors 
with zero width incident beams are in excellent agreement with the 
foiula derived earlier (equation 5). The resolution of typa I 
selectors is better than given by (5), because some of the particles 
that enter the selector are removed by collisions with the channel walls. 
The width of the incident beam has an effect on the trarsmissjon T(u) ) 
and the resolution of both types. For a given speed, the transmitted 
intensity is proportIonal to the product T(u). AY, as A YA increases this 
quantity rises linearly at first, and then approaches a mdm (see fig.?) 
- clearly beam partIcles with large limpact parameters' are not so 
efficiently transmitted. The resolution worsens as the beam is widened 
because the velocity band transmitted is a function of the impact 
nar&meter - an important consider.tion when aligning the selector with 
respect to the beam. For a givcn 	it is thus deirabje to li-nit 
the incident beam width to a value where T(u). Y just reaches a 
ensuring di 	aniszion without too much loss of resolution. 
Sidebands: 	Sidebands arise if fast or slow particles can leave 
the selector through slits adjacent to that through which particles with 
the design velocity pass. The channels of the type I. selector prevent 
sideband transmission if they are not wider than 0.05 cm (for a disc 
radius of 3 cm, exit angle 9 e =S°). Without an inner disc the type II 
selector would transmit sidebarids having velocities centered on 
2 u0/3, and 2 u0 . To ensure that the inner disc eliminated sidebando, 
the computer progranne to calculate transmission functions was modIfied 
to calculate sideband intensities also. Calculations were done for a 
dIsc of 6 cm diameter, having an 	exit angle 	O 	If the Inner 
channels were 0.3 cn long, no sidebands were trane:itted provided that 
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Fig. A.7. Effect of beat and slit wi&ths on absolute transmission 
of the design velocity for radial Lc selectors. 
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the inner and outer channels were not wid.er than 0.05 cm., and the 
incident beam was less than 0.025 cm. in width. 
Construction of type II selector: A selector having a resolution 
of about 15 was required. If one beam only is velocity selected, no 
great advantage accrues from having any higher resolution. A type II 
selector was constructed having the following dimensions: 
a1 = 1.350 cm. 
a2 = 1.650 cm. 
a3 = 3.000 cm. 
= 8° 
e 
No. of slits 90 
Slit widths d1 	d2 = 0.0558 cm. 
Slit heights = 0.6 cm. 
The (computed) characteristics were, 
u0 = 4.5 cm.sec1 ( in r.p.m.) 
R = 15% 	(beam 0.015 cm.) 
T(u) = 21.5% ( 	,, 	if 	,, 	 ) 
The selector is shon in fig. 3.8. (Chapter 3). Aluminium alloy 
was used for construction, and since the assembly rotated quite smoothly 
at speeds of up to 30 9 000 r.p.m. no dynamic balancing was attempted. 
Calculations showed that the selector could be rotated at speeds up 
to 50,000 r.p.m. before centrifugal distortion of the teeth became 
important. The inner ring was machined separately, and was aligned 
relative to the outer slits with feeler gauges and a travelling 
microscope. According to calculations, alignment errors of up to 
+0.20  would have no effect on the central band transmission oharact-
eriBtics, although some sidebands might be transmitted. 
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Performance and. effects of misa1iment: When the selector is 
'tuned' to transait a given velocity u, the intensity observed is 
fOT(u).f(u)..clu 	 (29).  
1ihere f(u).du is the fraction of incident particles having velocities 
between u and u+du. Fig. 8 shows some intensity measurements taken 
over a range of velocities u0 . The beam was of sodium, 0.015 cm. 
wide, from a source at 42000 and 0.16 torr. The source orifice was a 
single channel 0.025 cm. diameter and 1 cm. long. The solid theoretical 
curve was computed from equation (29) using the calculated values of 
T(u), and assuming that the incident beam had a modified Max'wellian 
(u3 ) velocity distribution, i.e. 
f(u).du = (2u3/a4 ).exp( —u2/cL 2 ).du 
a =J2kT/m\ 
The experimental points were normalised to the same peak height. The 
agreement is good., except at low velocities, where the actual intensity 
was lower than predicted. The effect is usually attributed to 
preferential scattering of low velocity atoms out of the beam by the 
gas cloud in front of the source orifice. 
Fig. 9 showE a similar velocity profile obtained for a sodium 
beam from a source at 50000 and a pressure of 0.5 torr. The oven 
orifice contained Zacharias channels. The peak velocity is higher 
than that predicted assuming effusive flow, indicating that jet 
action was taking place. 
All velocity selectors are sensitive to misalignment, and the 
one constructed proved to be no exception. When perfectly aligned 
the centre of the beam passes along a diameter of the disc. 
Misalignment causes 
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the peak in th.3 trannission function T(u) to be shifted upwards or 
downwards from u0 , the direction depending on that of the aligrent 
error, and the direction of rotation of the selector. in fig. 10 
are scrne theoretical curves showing the effect of beam misa1igrient 
on T(u). 	Fortunately the aligriient was readily checked by measuring 
the trannittea Intensity at several rotation speeds, and trien repeating 
the measureients with the direction of rotation of the selector reversed, 
this effectively changes the sign of the aligient error. The intensity 
is the s 	in both directions when the aligrrent is perfect. Fig. U 
shows the effect of misa1igrient on the observed velocity profile, 
sThailar exrerimental curves were obtained until the dIsc was aligned 
satisfactorily. The test is quite senSItive, an alignment error of 
0.001" (which would have resulted in an error of 1 in the transmitted 
velocity) was detectable. 
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